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INTRODUCTION 
1. Statement of the Problem 
This thesis is devoted to the analysis of the linear elastic 
stability of a complete spherical sandwich shell subjected to a uniform 
external normal pressure. A sandwich shell is a composite structure 
composed of two facings which behave as thin shells or membranes and a 
core which separates and is bonded to the facings,, It is assumed that 
the facings transmit all of the loads occurring in the surface of the 
shell and that the core transmits only normal and shear stresses in 
the radial direction. Since the core material is usually much less 
dense than the facings, the sandwich shell offers a much higher stiff­
ness to weight ratio than any comparable monocoque shell. The assump­
tion that the core is weak in the direction of the surface of the shell 
is the same as assuming that the core Is in a state of antiplane stress| 
that is, the stresses in the direction of the surface of the shell are 
all zero. Two types of instability or buckling behavior may occur In 
the sandwich shell, global and local (ripple-type) buckling. In the 
global buckling mode, the top and bottom facings deform in the same 
direction and shape. In the local buckling mode the top and bottom 
facings deform in the same shape but in opposite directions. Both 
types of buckling are analyzed. 
The only previous investigation of this problem appears to be 
that of Yao [o]*. His analysis is discussed in detail in Appendix B. 
Numbers in brackets refer to references at the end of the Intro­
duction. 
V l l 
2. Models for the Buckling Problem 
Two separate analyses of the buckling problem are made. The 
first, which appears in Chapter I, employs Reissner's sandwich shell 
theory [2]. This is the same theory used in Yao's analysis. This 
theory yields global buckling pressures but does not include local 
buckling effects. A quadratic equation is shown to govern the buckling, 
and lengthy computer methods are not required. 
The second analysis, which appears in Chapter II, is a more 
general formulation of the problem. It is assumed that the sandwich 
shell facings are governed by the Kirchhoff-Love theory including lin­
ear change-of-curvature terms* The core is assumed to be in a state of 
antiplane stress and without further approximations is treated as an elas­
tic continuum. The conditions of continuity of displacements and stresses 
at the shell interfaces are enforced. This model yields both global and 
local buckling pressures. A simple solution for the global buckling Is 
found on the basis of the commonly used assumption of a core with infin­
ite modulus of elasticity E in the radial direction (but finite 
' z 
modulus of rigidity G.^). An analysis of ripple buckling is carried 
out using the general formulation and a method is presented for distin­
guishing between the global and local buckling pressures. 
Both analyses involve linear equations only; a nonlinear formula­
tion is not the subject of this thesis. 
3. Mathematical Assumptions 
In the analyses of Chapters I and II the displacement functions 
of the sandwich shell are represented by infinite series of the eigen-
functions of the differential equations (Legendre polynomials). These 
viii 
infinite series are differentiated term-by-term as many times as needed. 
Since buckling actually occurs in a single eigenfunction, no proofs for 
manipulations of the infinite series are given. All other calculations 
follow rigorously from these manipulations. 
4. Symmetric Deflections 
Only the symmetric deformations of a spherical shell with respect 
to an arbitrary diameter are considered. The sufficiency of such an 
analysis for the linearized shell buckling equations was shown by Van 
der Neut [3] and a plausibility argument is given by Fliigge [l]. A 
somewhat different approach yielding the same result is given by Vlasov 
[4]. 
5. Results and Conclusions 
The results and conclusions of Chapters I and II are presented 
in Chapter III. Comparisons between the various theories are made. 
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THE SIMPLIFIED LINEAR THEORY 
1. Summary 
The elastic stability of a complete sandwich sphere is investi­
gated. Reissner's small deflection sandwich shell theory [5] is used. 
The facings are treated as membranes of equal thickness and the core is 
assumed to be in a state of antiplane stress. With this theory, only 
buckling of the shell as a whole may be considered. The reduction to 
the classical buckling pressure for a complete monocoque sphere is made. 
In analogy with the usual monocoque analysis, a quadratic equation for 
buckling modes of nonzero wavelength is obtained. In addition, a third 
possible buckling mode, which occurs for zero buckling wavelength, is 
established. Thus, a simple "closed form" solution to the problem is 
achieved, A simple computer program is given to evaluate the numerous 
parameters involved. 
Notation 
a radius of middle surface of sandwich sphere 
h core-layer thickness 
t face-layer thickness 
<p,9 surface coordinates on spherical shell 
direct stress resultants in upper face membrane 
N N, direct stress resultants in lower face membrane 
transverse shear stress resultants in core 
N ,Nq direct stress resultants parallel to middle surface for 
^ composite shell 
M^,Mq stress couples for composite shell 
q ,qji normal components of external load intensity on upper and 
lower face membranes 
q normal component of external load intensity for composite 
shell 
s external load intensity defined in text 
Ef.G^jV elastic moduli for face-layer material 
E c,G c elastic moduli in radial direction for core-layer material 
u,v tangential components of displacement of middle surface 
of core 
w normal component of displacement of middle surface of core 
p change of slope of normal to middle surface of core 
C* = 2 t E f 
D* = | (h + t ) 2 E f 
C = C /(l-v ) tensile stiffness factor 
D = D*/{l-v^) bending stiffness factor 
Parameters arising in the analysis 
X = (h + t)t E f/(2a 2E ) 
J = 2 t Ef/{a[l + 2X(l.+v)/3 - v 2 ] ) 
K = t(h + t) 2E f/{2a[l + 2X(l + v) - v 2]] 
c = J(l + X/3) 
c 2 = J(v - X/3) 
c 3 = J(l + v) 
c 4 = -J(l + v)(h + t)/(24E a) 
d. = K(l + X) 
3 
d 2 = K(v - X) 
d = -K(l + v)t(h + t)E /[4a3(l + 2\ - v)E 2 ] 
o X C 
g = (h + t)G c 
\ = n(n + 1) n 
The sandwich shell configuration and sign conventions are 
shown in Figures 1 and 2, 
3. Introduction 
For the classical linear buckling analysis of a complete 
monocoque sphere subjected to uniform external pressure, one uses the 
1inear shell theory of Love which accounts for the change between 
undeformed and deformed geometry [1, 3, 7]. In this approach, the shell 
stresses are divided into two parts: a uniform prebuckling stress and 
an incremental buckling stress. Numerous approximations are made before 
2Eh^ 
the classical buckling pressure = • • - — - is derived. All 
of these approximations are, however, consistent with the approxima­
tions Introduced by the underlying Kirchhoff-Love assumptions of the 
shell theory employed [2,6]. 
An alternative approach (seemingly less refined), would be as 
follows: 
A. Use Love's simplified shell theory which does not account 
for curvature changes due to deformation [ 8], 
EL Split the problem into two separate problems, that of the 
uniform prebuckling state and that of the buckling state. Use the uni­
form external pressure as the loading for the prebuckling problem, and 
Figure 1. Coordinate Directions and Dimensions 













Figure 2. Stress Resultants and External Load 
for Sandwich Sphere. 
6 
use the radial components of the prebuckling stress, due to curvature 
changes, as the loading for the buckling problem. Thus, in this approach, 
the deformations are decomposed into two parts: a prebuckling deformation 
and a buckling deformation. 
It can be shown by a direct analysis that this approach to the buck­
ling problem yields the same classical critical buckling pressure as the 
customary analysis. Hence, within the scope of the approximations usu­
ally made in linear stability studies of complete spherical shells, one 
(**) 
may use the simple shell theory . For the buckling problem, however, 
a radial "loading" Z = -N (-4- + C o t ^ ) (-—- + ~ ) is employed. 
^ o adcp a adcp a r 1 
This method will be used to calculate the classical buckling 
pressure for a complete sandwich sphere; the corresponding sandwich 
shell theory is that of Reissner [5 J. It is analogous to Love's simpli­
fied theory for monocoque shells. The notation is Reissner"s [5], 
The only previous analysis of this problem was given by Yao [9], 
in 1962. He used Reissner' s theory together with the Mushtari-Vlasov 
simplification of the theory of shells [4]. Further approximations were 
made in the stress-displacement relations of Reissner. The buckling was 
assumed to take place as a small dimple (an experimental fact in accord 
with nonlinear theory, but not predicted by the linear theory), and the 
See Appendix A. 
( * # ) r - | / V 
Ref. l8J, p. 534, eq. (312). In formulating these equations, 
Timoshenko says, "Assuming that the membrane forces and N do not 
approach their critical values, we neglect the change of curvature in 
deriving the equations of equilibrium " The analysis in the appen­
dix shows that these restrictions need not be made, at least for the 
spherical shell, provided that a "loading" for the buckling problem is 
used which accounts for curvature changes. 
7 
dimple was analyzed using shallow shell theory . 
The present analysis differs from Yao's [9] in that no approxi­
mations in the equilibrium equations of Reissner are made, and spherical 
coordinates are used. The resulting derivation then follows directly 
from the linear theory. In addition, the search for a minimum buckling 
pressure in the present analysis leads (without additional approximation) 
to a quadratic equation. Thus, a computer minimization procedure is not 
required. 
4. • Sandwich Shell Theory 
The basic assumptions for the linear theory (Reissner [5]) are 
1c The facings are of equal thickness and are of the same iso­
tropic elastic material. The flexural rigidity of the facings is 
neglected. 
2. The core is connected to the facings at their middle surfaces. 
3. The core can transmit only normal stresses in, the radial direc­
tion and transverse shear stresses. 
4. Terms of the order of — and — may be neglected in compari-
a a 
son with unity. 
The equilibrium equations for the facings and core are combined to give a 
set of equilibrium equations for the composite shell in terms of the 
composite stress resultants. The principle of complementary energy is 
then used to derive the linear stress-displacement relations for the 
complete shell„ In the following, only axisymmetric deformations are 
considered. 
For a critique of Yao's paper, see Appendix B. 
The axisymmetric equilibrium equations for the composite Bp 
shell with normal loadings only are' ' 
4~ (N simp) - N Q cos y + Q sin ® 
U ® ® o 
4~ (Q sin®) - sin«p(N + N j + aqsin® « 0 
(m sin©) - M^cosf - aQ sin© * 0 
The stress-displacement relations are 1 
( 1 + | ) M e - ( v ^ | ) N = C * [ ^ + f + M i f - ] 
r C 
Q - (h+t)G [p -1 
(D c L r ® a dqr> a J 
c 
(1 + X)Me -(v-X)M - j- [p cot® + f»] 
® ' c 
where 
X - (h + t)tE /2a E 
The loading parameters q and s are given by (**) 
q = ( l + M t : i 2 q u + ( i . . , | ± t ) 2 ^ 
_ 1 r,, , h+t,2 / , h+t-.2 1 
^^^I^M^k-LLu^ Problem 
Prior to buckling,, the stress resultants and sti e 
the sandwich sphere under uniform external pressure (q * -\: 
from the equilibrium equations (4 0 l ) to be 
M - N e - N o - - l q a . = | a ( l + | t t ) 2 
_ _ - Pt(h+t) 2 [ i + M i ) ] 2 e 
M = M - M « o -I 
* 0 0 4a(l + 2X, -v) E c 
The stress resultants In the separate facings are given by 
N - N — N - ]/[ 1 » ^ 1 <n 0 L 2 o h+t J / L 2a J 
j6« M By cklinSL Problem 
Loadings 
The radial components of the prebuckling stress resu! 
separate facings are 
q » F " [ ̂  4- + & - M l / [ l + ^ 1 
Mu ©u L a dtp a a d«p a ' 2a ~ 
10 
q<t f l L a dp a J L a dp a J / U 2a J 
Hence, the composite shell loadings used in the stability ar..aiyu-i- z.\ 
q M l + | ± t ) 2 q u + ( 1 „ m i ) 2 ^ 
L 2 h+t 2 " h+t J L l a dp a n a d© a / J 
K d d . 
l r/, , h+t.2 /, h+tv2 n 
!!o_ r /I d_ . COl±wi dw U } 1 
h+t
lva d<p a ' a. dtp a J 
Stress-Pisplacement Relations 
Equations (4<,2) are solved for the stress resultants and couples 
and transverse shear resultants, in terms of u, w, s and q» Substi­
tution of the foregoing values of q and s yields the strê -oAs-pl<%•.*̂  
equations for the buckling problemj 
V 9 [ i 3 a L where g = (h + tJG c 
% = dxp cot <p + d 2 J + d 3p ( J + cot <p)(^ - u) 
M = c, T" + c 0u cot m + c_w + c.p \rr~ + cot epK'T"' ~ u ) <p 1 dq> 2 Y 3 4 r a© T okp 
N 0 = CjU cot 9 + c 2 ^ + c 3w + c 4p(~; + cot cp}(|^ - u) 
The coefficients in the above equations are defined in the following 
manner 
c x » J(l + x/3) (6 
c 2 - J(v - X/3) 
c 3 = J(l + v) 
c = -J(l + v)(h+t)/(24E a) 
4 C 
d - K(l + X) 
d 2 - K(v - X) 
d 3 » ~K(l +v)t(h+t)Ef/(4a3(l + 2k - v)E 2) 
= -{1 + v)XK/[2a(l + 2X - v)E ] 
where 
J = 2tEf/a[l + (1 + v) - v 2] - C*/a[l + f (l + v) - v 2] 
K - t(h+t)2Ef/2a[l + 2X(1 + v) - v 2] * Jf/a[ 1 + ~ (l + v) - v 2 
12 
These relations, which are analogous to the Hooke-s law relations 
for a monocoque sphere, involve the prebuckling stress resultant and mo­
ment for the composite shell in the terms containing d̂  and c^, as well 
as the displacements. This is not the case for monocoque-spheres» This 
feature, as well as the presence of an explicit formula for the transverse 
shear resultant Q , distinguishes sandwich spheres from their monocoque 
counterparts-
Equilibrium Equations 
The equilibrium equations (4.1) with the buckling loadings q and 
s found above (4.3), become 
4~ (N ) + (N - N. ) cot <p + Q = 0 (6o3) 
dcp ep ep 0 1 cp 
4~ (M ) + (M — M ) cot <p - aQ = 0 dcp cp <p 9 cp 
4- (Q ) + Q cot to - (n + n J + (4- + cot <p)(f* - u) = o 
dcp cp cp to f? a dcp T dcp 
It should be noted here that the shear resultant Q and moments M 
and have opposite signs to those chosen by Timoshenko [8] and Flugge 
[ l ] for their analogous monocoque shell theory. If the sign conventions 
are adjusted, equations (6*3) reduce to those of Timoshenko and Flugge. 
Displacement Equations 
Substituting the stress-displacement equations (6.l) into the equi­
librium equations (6.3) and rearranging, the governing equations become 
13 
2 2 
c 1 ( —2 + c o t cp - cot cp)u - c^u + c 3 ^ + gp (6c4) 
2 g 
+ c p( + cot ep 4~ - cot 2 qp-1 + t — )( -~ - u) = 0 
dcp 9 C 4 P (f) 
2 d d 2 d 1( + cot cp, -p - cot f )p - d2p (6c5) 
dcp 9 
2 
+ d 3p( — — + cot cp - cot ep -1)( ~ - u) - agp 
dcp 
-g + g u = 0 
g( + cot cd )p + ( — 0 + cot d) 7- ) w (6.6) 
- ( 3 - + cot cp)u - (c, + c„)( 4~ + cot <j>)u - 2c_w 
a dcp T I 2 aq> 3 
-2c4p( t * c o t „ ) ( ^ - u ) + J ( ^ + cot „ ) < £ - u) = 0 
Suppose u = J and p = J . 
2 
Define the operator H by H( °) = + cot cp <» Then 
dcp 
d> m ' 3 + c o t ® ^ 2 C O t «P dco dp 
In terras of w s t|>, and ?c, and the operator H; equations (6.4), (6.5) 
14 
and (606) become, respectively, 
cb ( ( ci ~ c 4 P ) H ( l j , ) + ( c l ~ C 2 " a } + c ^ n M (6-7) 
+ (c 3 + |)w + git] =» 0 
^ [d^dt) + d 3pH(w) - d3pH($) + (d1 - d 2 - agh (6.8) 
+ gifj - gw j = 0 
N N 
gHU) - (| + C j L + c 2 - 2c4p + ~)H(t|)) + (^2c4p + ̂ )H(w) (6.9) 
- 2c w s 0' 
If equations (6.7) and (6.8) are integrated with respect to m9 ar­
bitrary constants appear on the right hand side of each equation. However, 
the constant of integration of equation (6*7) may be added to the displace­
ment potential f without affecting the corresponding value of u,, Pro­
ceeding similarly with the rotation potential % and the constant of 
integration of equation (6.8), one thus obtains (having agreed to determine 
the potentials tfs and % each only to within an arbitrary constant) 
(c x - c4p)Hfo ) + (cx - c 2 - | H + c4pH(w) + (c 3 + |)w + cm - 0 
(6.10) 




gH(u) - ( | + C j + c 2 - 2c4p +^)H(i|s.) (6.12) 
N 
+ (2 - 2c.p + ~)H(w) - 2c w = 0 a 4 a o 
Now assume that 
CO 
n-o 
w = ) B P (cos cp) 
L j n n 
n-o 
it s V n p (cos cp) 
Li n n T n-o 
where P (') is the Legendre function of order n. Note that H(P )̂ « -*- n p n 
and H H(P ) - X2P , where X » n(n+l). Then the system of equations (6*7) -n n n n. 
(6.9) becomes 
I t-K - V V n + ( C 1 " c 2 " f ) An " V Xn Bn ( 6 4 3 ) 
n-o 
+ ( c +1)B + dl I • P (cos a>) a 0 3 a n ^ nJ n T 
Y [dLpX A + gA - d 0pX B - gB - d A l (6.14) L L 3 K n n * n 3 r n n * n i n n 
n=o 
+ (dl - d2 « ag) n n ] • Pn(cos cp) - 0 
16 
— H N 
) [ ( a + c. + c 0 - 2 C y lp + — ) \ A - ( 2 - 2cdp + -» ) - ( 6 c l 5 ) 
L j a I 2 4 r a n n a 4^ a 
° X B - 2c0B - gX n ] ° P (cos <p) « 0 n n 3n 3 n nJ n 
By the completeness of the set of Legendre polynomials P. (cos <j>) 
the system ( 6 * 1 3 ) - :(6ol5) becomes for each n > 0 S 
pd 3 Xn + g ~(d3pxn + g) «d Xj+^-dg-ag) 
(2 + c 1 + V 2 c 4 p + f ) X n ^ ( f ^ 2 c 4 P + f ) X . ^ 2 c 3 -g X n 
( 6 o l 6 ) 
7o Solution for the Critical Pressure 
The system (6=16) of linear homogeneous equations in A 9 B 
and n has a non-trivial solution i f and only if the determinant of the 
n 1 
coefficient matrix is zero. This furnishes an equation for the buckling 
pressure, for each n0 For n - 0 ; the functions w, tJj, and n are 
constants^ hence$ w = constant and u ~ p ~ 0 C This case is disregarded 
fqr buckling, since i t corresponds to a uniform prebuckling state0 It 
will be shown below that (X •» 2) Is a common factor of every term in 
the buckling equation* Hence, one may divide the buckling equation by 
(X - 2) and disregard the case n - 1 for buckling. If the common 
factor is retained,, any value of p may be inserted in the buckling 
equation, and the equation identically vanishes when n = I„ In the 
17 
buckling analysis, then, only values of n > 2 will be consideredo 
To find the critical pressure for a given sandwich sphere, the 
determinant of the coefficient matrix for equations (6=16) is set equal 
to zero. A linear equation for p is obtaineda Since buckling takes 
place for large values of n, X may be treated as a continuous vari­
able [ 6 < X n < Then p is minimized with respect to X̂ .. A goad-
ratic equation for X is obtained<> Substitution of the two roots into 
the expression for p yields possible critical pressures0 Details of 
the computations are given below, 
Denote 
1 4 n 
n 
1 Cl ~ 2 a 
(7.1) 
B 4 " - dl Xn + dl * d 2 - 3 9 
B 5 - (c 3 + 2)X n 
n 
B_ = ~g X 
7 3 i n 
Then the buckling determinant becomes 
18 
A 2p + B 3 -(A 2p + B 3) Bf 
A 3p + B^ - A 3 P * B 6 
0 {1,2} 
T h e b u c k l i n g e q u a t i o n i s 
Ql P - Q . (7,3) 
w h e r e 
Q ; « B l B 3 B 7 - B 2 B 4 B 5 - B 3B.g - B ^ g + B 2 B 3 B 7 + B ^ (7.4) 
Qt - A 2 B i B 7 " A i B 4 B 5 + A 3 B 2 B 4 + A 2 B 6 9 + A ? B 5 9 
- A 2 B 2 B 7 - * 1 B 4 B 6 + A 3 B 1 B 4 
U s i n g t h e d e f i n i t i o n s (7 01), Qq a n d b e c o m e 
< = tXn - 23 RdI f ^ • K d l C 3 + d l c 3 c 2 + d l C 3 a < ™ > 
+ C I d l a - C l d 2 f J X n + f C 3 ( d l " d 2 ) ( c l - C 2 } 
- c 3ag( C l - c 2 ) - c 3 2 (dx - d 2 ) ] ) 
N 
Qi = [X„ - 2] {[-Cjdjg + d l C l ( - 2 c 4 + r^)-> c ^ K * 
N -) 
+ f ( dl - d 2 " 8 9 H 2=1 C4 " cl SjJ - C3 C4> + C 3 d 3 9 l X n i 
(7.7) 
Let 
Then the buckling equation is 
Q XP - Q Q = 0 (7.8) 




Q s Q ^ (7,9) 1 2> Ko dX n n 
Let 
Q l =
 l2 \ f + * 1 Xn 
CL = kQ X n 2 + k. X n + k 
o 2 n I n o 
where t^, i^, k̂  and k^ are chosen to agree with the coefficients 
of displayed in equations (7.6) and (7.7). Equation (7.9) for 
minimization of p as a function of X becomes r n 
(-e2k1 - k / p x ^ t 2k Q^ 2X n + likQ - 0 (7.10) 
20 
The two roots of equation (7 o10) yield stationary values of p, 
However, they do not yield ai 1_ possible stationary values of p 0 The 
actual formula for is 
ah 
n dQ Q dQ 1 
Q I ~ ~ Q o — • 
t ~ = ~~2 < ™ > 
n Q 1 
2 4 Since Q, contains terms of the order of X and the denominator in 1 n 
2 
equation (7e11) contains terms at most of order X^ ? we see that 
lim ^ = 0 
X d X n 
n 
Thus, p approaches an asymptotic value 
K 2 
lim^ p - P i n f i n i t e = r (7.12) 
n 
Hence, in determining P c r? one must choose the minimum value among 
the three possible stationary values of p 0 A simple computer program 
for this method is given in Appendix C Computations with actual shell 
parameters indicate that only two of the three possible stationary values 
of p will be real and positive0 
Numerical results, comparisons and conclusions are given in Chap-
ter III. 
8a Buckling of a Sandwich Sphere with a Rigid Core 
2 
For a rigid core, G c -> ™ a n ct E c -> «», Then X = (h + t)tEf/2a E r^0 
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The equilibrium equations ( 6 0 3 ) for buckling are unchanged: 
^ (N • sin cp) - N @ cos cp + sin q> = 0 ( 8 0 1 ) 
(iWp sin cp) - cos cp - C^a sin cp - 0 
% + V - irhr £ ( Q , s i " •> - f ( d i + c o t = 0 
The stress displacement relations ( 6 0 l ) where ;r- = =r- = X = 0, become 
C C 
2tE 
N = — | — + vu cot cp + (1 +v)w] = » [|~ + vu cot cp + (l+v)w] (8.2) 
(l-v )a ^ 
2tE 
N [ u c o t cp + v |H + (1 + v)w] = ^ [v j ^ + u cot 9 + (1+v )w] 
(l-v )a ^ 
-t(h+t) 2E r .2 f rd w du . . /dw « - - ,. - £ + v cot , - u)] (8.3) 
* 2(l-v 2 )a 2 V d < P dtp 
2 
D rd w du . , /dw \ -1 
= "2 [ 7 5 " * + v c o t * W - u , ] 
a dcp T 
-t(h + t ) 2 E_ . • ,2 , 
.. f r /dw v , /d w dux i 
Mo = - - 7 - 2 - 2 - t c o t * ( a? - u ) + ( ~ 2 - a v ) v ] 
2(l-v )a T dcp 
2 
D r , ,dw x , /d w du\ i = "2 t c o t ^ (o> ~ u ) + ( 7 2 " d ? ) v ] a T dcp T 
Equations (8,1) are exactly the same as equations (A,2) in the Appendix 
(for buckling of monocoque spheres). The stress-displacement relations (8.2) and 
(8.3) are of the same form as the Hooke's law relations (A„3) in Appendix A 
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(for monocoque spheres); only the constant coefficients C and D of the 
displa.cem.ent terms are different 
Proceeding exactly as in Appendix A, but using the sandwich shell 
expressions for C and Dc, the critical buckling pressure is 
P c r = J • 2 7(7 ^ ) 0 - £ 5 V 1 , "here a = \ 
s a a u 
(8o4) 
4t(h + t)E f 




D » t(h + t ) 2 E f 
But D » ;r = ~ is the equivalent of the flexural rigidity 
1 - v 2 2(1 - v 2) 
E (2t) 3 
j( for a monocoque sphere of thickness 2t c As h 0 ?
12(1 -v 2) 
t 3 E f ( 2 t) 3E f 
D ^- = o (Note that the total thickness of a degenerate 
2(1 -v 2) 16(1 -v 2) 
sandwich sphere with zero core-thickness h is 2t,.) The flexural rigidity 
K of a monocoque sphere of thickness 2t is K s (2t)
3 E 
12(1 ~v 2) 
Thus, the bending stiffness factor D for a sandwich shell does 
not reduce to that of the equivalent monocoque sphere* This is due to 
the assumed stress distribution, in the sandwich shelly the face-parallel 
stresses are assumed to act at the middle surface of the facings9 so the 
stress couple resultant from this distribution differs from that of a 
monocoque sphere where the face parallel stresses vary linearly through 
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the shell thickness0 To reduce formula (8-4} to the case of the 
monocoque sphere one must replace D with K. 
The critical pressure reduces, for the monocoque sphere (h = o)9 
to 
Per = \ ^ 
1 / 2 t £ f ' E f ' 
a 2 V 12(1 - v 2) 
2E f(2t) 2 
- 9 which is the classical 
a 2 Jm^) 
critical pressure,, 
As an alternative approach to the reduction of this analysis to 
that for a monocoque spheres, one may investigate directly the buckling 
equations ( 7 . 8 ) and ( 7 „ 1 0 ) , where the limiting values of the terms (as 
G c ~* 0 0 , E -» °°) are utilizedo These limiting values are calculated 
belowe 
As G -» oo e -> 0 0 
c 5 c 
X 0 
J C*/a(l »v 2) = C/a 
K D*/a(l -v 2) - D/a 
c —* J = C/a 
c 2 -» vj - vC/a (8.5) 
c 3 ~» (1 + v)j = ( 1 +v)C/a 
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c 4 ~+ 0 
d 
d 9 —> vK - vD/a 
°3 
1V**̂ *-*** '7.8) contains terms linear in g - (h + t) G r* Hence one may 
divide each term of equation (?,>8i by g| the limiting values of the 
terms involved become 
c,d, 0 d. c, c a c.d0 
Q - » - -±JL X 2 + [ — + - ]X (8.6) 
\> a n L a a a J n 
+ [-c3a(c1 - c 2) - f (d:l - d 2 ) ] 
Q ^ . a x 2 + 2 2 , . [ ( 1 v - , ( £ + £2)] ( 8„7) o o n d n d d a a a 
Q l c l d 3 \ ? + C - | =i + c 3 d 3 ] X n 
Hence. 
i 2 - * 0 




k - y 1 a 
a 
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O n e m a y r e m o v e tr-t ômik/.i f a c . i o r 2 t; jm e a c h t e r m . - s i n c e : t h i s 
d o e s n o t a f f e c t the * routed fc.qc.dt.. -i c " 3 ) anos ( 7 - 1 0 ) 3 ' " n u s 
l,y -* 0 
I 1 / 2 
k 9 -D/a 3 ( 8 o 8 ) 
k1 ~* 2D/dJ 
X 
O 
~{l -v 2) (C/a + D/a3) 
Equation ( 7 c 1 0 ) b e c o m e s 
- (- -%)'-|) X 2 + §)[-(! -v2)]fc,'a tO/a 3) :,- 0 
2 „ ( 1 _ v 2 K s + J | , af ( 8 „ 5 ) 
3 
- ( i « v 2 ) ^ + 1 ) 
w h e r e a s D/a'C i n a n a l o g y with tfce m o n o c o q u e a n a l y s i s 
N o t e t h a t i n t h i s r e d u c t i o n 




T h i s r e s u l t m a y b e c o m p a r e d w i t h f o r m u l a (A,13) of A p p e n d i x A;. w h i c h i s 
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the corresponding form for the monocoque analysis» In this chapter, 
X - n(n + 1), and in Appendix A„ X = n(n + 1 ) - 2„ Thus It Is seen n ' ^ • n 
2 
that only the last term a(l - v ) above differs from the monocoque 
2 
analysis? where the corresponding term Is a(l + v) . This difference 
is due to the fact that equation (8d0) above was derived without making 
any approximations from the theory used̂ , while a was neglected compared 
to one In deriving equation (Ac . 1 3 ) of Appendix A* If in the monocoque 
analysis of Appendix A one retains all terms,, he obtains equation (8»10) 
abovein complete ana logy o 
Using equation ( 8 , 9 ) s equation ( 8 , 1 0 ) for prT becomes» neglecting 
terms of the order of ~ compared to one 3 
This is exactly equation (8,4 ) 3 the remarks following equation (8,4) 
apply heres and the reduction to the monocoque case is complete» 
a 
4 t(h + t)E 
P cr ( 8 . 1 1 ) 
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CHAPTER II 
THE GENERAL LINEAR THEORY 
lo Summary 
A more comprehensive model than that of Chapter I is used to 
investigate the stability of the sandwich spherec The facings are 
analyzed with Love's general shell theory,, and the flexurai rigidity of 
each facing is included. The core is assumed to be a transversely iso­
tropic elastic continuum in a state of antiplane stress * Continuity of 
displacements and stresses is enforced at the interfaces between the core 
and facings0 The interfaces are now taken to be at the inside surfaces 
of the facings and not at the middle surfaces, The exact solution of the 
boundary displacement problem for the core is obtained and usedo Local 
buckling effects are thus included in this model; differences in facing 
thickness and material properties are also permitted0 The reduction to 
the classical buckling pressure for a complete monocoque sphere is mace,. 
For the case of a rigid core (E^ is infinite) 9 a cubic equation deter* 
mines the global buckling mode. For the more complicated case which 
includes local buckling,, a high-order polynomial equation is involvedo 
2o_ .Notation 
Subscripts u and t denote upper-face and lower-face quanti­
ties, respectively.. The superscript o denotes prebuckling quantities. 
Lack of a subscript u or t denotes a core quantity.. 
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Notation 
a radius of middle surface of sandwich sphere 
h core-layer thickness 
t ,ta face-layer thickness 
<p,6 surface coordinates on spherical shell 
jN^is,Nq^?Nq| direct stress resultants in face layers 
^u^tpl^^u^^! transverse shear stress resultants in face layers 
%usHpf s MOu 5^0l s ^ r e s s couples for face layers 
P^^jP^I surface loads in meridional direction on facings 
P ,P> p surface loads in radial direction on facings 
^q u^q|, applied moment in circumferential direction on facings 
E^ SE^ moduli of elasticity for facings 
E core modulus of elasticity in radial direction 
core modulus of rigidity for transverse shear 
v u,v^ Poisson's ratios for facings 
u
u > u £ meridional displacements of facings 
u meridional displacement of core 
« u,W| radial displacements of facings 
w radial displacement of core 
c? ,t elastic stresses in core 
z s <PZ 
a u ?a^ radii of middle surfaces of facings 
p uniform external pressure 
D ,Dd flexural rigidities of facings 
u \ r 
The sandwich shell configuration and sign conventions are shown 
in Figures 3 and 4 C 
Figure 3. Coordinate Directions and Dimensions 






4 \ / 
hi Hi %l 
Figure 4. Stress Resultants and External Loads 
for Sandwich Sphere. 
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Introduction 
It is desired to make a more general linear formulation of the 
buckling problem for a complete sandwich sphere under uniform, external 
pressures To that end, the facings are assumed to be isotropic elastic 
shells with nonzero flexural rigidities. For their analysis, one may 
employ Love's general shell theory including linear change-of-curvature 
terms and the Kirchhoff hypothesise Further, It is assumed that the core 
is a transversely isotropic elastic continuum in a state of antiplane 
stress. No other assumptions about the core will be made,, 
This analysis will then Include the effects of stiffness of the 
facings, elastic action of the core, and continuity of displacements at 
the sandwich shell interfaces* 
the one adopted above, the governing differential equations for axisyim-
metric deformations of a spherical shell become 
4 a Basic Equations for Facings 
Using the coordinates shown above and modifying Love's general 
theory [2]* to account for the difference in his coordinate system and 
-r2- + (N - Njcot cp + Q + N Q ( - -dw_ adcp 
+ aP = 0 (4.1) 
+ Q cot qp - (N + N J - N ; f ( M - ) 
ip T <p 0' <p dq> a adcp ' 
d<p 
- N Q cot<p(- - •—*) + aP = 0 9 va adcp z (4,2) 
'Numbers In brackets refer to references at the end of the chapter0 
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" d f + % - M e > c o t ^ + Va 1 ~ n £ > - a ^ + a R e = 0 <4-3> 
Here 9 P , P and R« are the resultant surface loads in the <p and 
z directions and the resultant moment in the 9 direction,,, respective l y . 
Their assumed positive directions are indicated in Figure 3» The custom­
ary linear stress-displacement relations for a spherical shell are 
N = [ ^ + « + v (u_cotji> w j j (4.4) 
cp , 2 L adep a a a J 
_Et_^ [ u _ c o t j + w (~T" + ~ )] (4.5) , 2 L a a ad© a J l-v 
2 
D r d u d w , / dw N . -» /„ ^ 
\ = 7 [ o > - ~ 2 + v ( u " c o t ^ ( 4 " 6 ) 
M e = ^ [ ( u - 0 ) c o t e P + v < g - ^ > ] (4.7) 
a dtp 
Et 3 
Here D = ' — is the flexural rigidity of the shell. The rela-
12(1 -v 2) 
tions (4.1) - (4„7) are generic ones and will be applied to the two 
facings? keeping in mind the differences in values of radius, shell 
thickness, modulus of elasticity's Poisson's ratio., etc, between upper 
and lower facings,, It is assumed that the face-parallel surface load 
P and its associated surface moment R Q are due solely to the dis-
tribution of shear stresses t on the shell surfaces? hence, for a 
toz ' i 
spherical shell of radius a, and thickness t, 
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1 a- tpzJ t/2 P * (p -t/2 
t/2 
The normal surface load P is due to the distribution of normal 
stresses <j on the shell surfaces| thus for a spherical shell of 
radius a and thickness t.;, 
The usual external loads and moments applied to a shell are taken to act 
contain the proper "correction ratios*' to convert a load applied to a 
shell surface to an equivalent load acting at the shell middle surface,, 
Such "correction ratios" are customarily taken ss unity in the Kirchhoff-
Love shell theojv/S hf'*»ev«?< >A*vr* dt> c :n< * • -:i>-n I < ->\.tipiif4 <ations possible 
by their inclusion
 chis ••ji 1l also c l U-<-' -/I p̂pr>} <iuiji c\ok ? 1 • Oi-i cue 
shell theory to be made at one time, a j * 1 1 , c< s-̂ ..>-xi, 
It is desired to write expression! iz>y the displacements of the 
sandwich facings at tht- ; 1  „e & r .> * « « - * • • o « j - f cat ,oi«*u Use 
must be made of the assumed tncoinpxessibi lit 7 ̂ i i'»c i c . i j ; i t < ;n ^ux -
mal direction,, and of the rotations due to the Kirchhoff hypothesis. 
;h'jss one obtains s 
L J-t/2 
at its middle surface| thus, the expressions above for p , and P 
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Upper facing,, Middle surface displacements are w (<p), u (©) 
General displacements are 
/u 1 dw 
u 3 u u uf u u u\a a dip u u 
W (cp z ) = w (cp) u u u 
Interface displacements are 
t t u , dw 
u u 
t t t dw 
u u 
- -p = "„(•) (5.2) 
Lower facing., Middle surface displacements are ŵ (©),? u | , ^ 
General displacements are 
ui i d w t 
W|(ep, z^) = ŵ (fp) 
Interface displacements are 
to to to dwfi 
V " ' + T > = < 1 + ^ ) ^ ) - ^ - j i (5,3) 
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tp 
Continuity of displacements of the core and the facings thus requires 
that 
, t t t dw 
w(<P, + | ) = wu(<p) ( 5 . 6 ) 
»<*, - | ) = u ^ , + | ) = (1 + i ) u ^ ) . ^ 2 ^ 
- I ) = w . ( < p ) (5,8) 
6 0 Core Analysis 
It is necessary to determine the elastic stresses in the core, 
given that the surface displacements are those of equations (5.5) - (5°8)° 
The assumption that the core Is in a state of antiplane stress means that 
$ - tfna = *c a = 0 , This is equivalent to requiring that E = EL - 0 cpfp vu d)U ep o 
in the orthotropic coree Physically these assumptions mean that the core 
is weak In the surface of the shell but does strengthen the shell by 
separating the facings and resisting radial compression and twistingo 
These are reasonable assumptions for the light materials customarily used 
for sandwich cores*, Under these conditions, the core stress equilibrium 
equations become [l] 
A [(l + 2L)3 % ] = 0 (6,1) 
3 7 
d sin ep] + -4- [(1 +f)x . sin <p] = 0 (6,2) 9z a z r j adcp L a <pz T J 
The stress displacement relations (with E^ = E^ = 0) are 
T = G. T . = G. < f — — <Pz z <Pz z 11 + z aa<p 
a 
( 6 e 3 ) 
9w 
dz Ez 8z Ez (6,4) 
Equation (6.1) implies that 
lis! ©z / _ \ 3 1 + £ a 
(6,5) 
for some function f of alone. Rearranging equation (6*2) ? one 
obtains 
s i „ , £ [ U + f ) „ . z ] - - ( l + f ) £ [ T s i , , ] 
Using equation (6.5), 
sin a' adcp 
1 M 
a ' 
"2 sin ep (606) 
Define g(q>) = - — [f(cp) sin cp] . 
Then ? from equation (6*6), 
SLJ&L M i l z.2 





Hence, from equation ( 6 » 7 ) , 
sin <p adcp L J 
a ' z 1 + s. 
a 
for some function j of cp alone* 
Applying stress-displacement relations (6*4), one obtains 




for some function k of <p alone» 
Stress-displacement relation (6.3), together with equation (6.5), gives 
1 + z adfp a v a' az 1 + s ( 1 + | ) 3 
Hence, 
(l + -) v a' 9z 
a 
I M 
G ( 1 + ^ ) 3 
z a 
i 6w 
1 + z ad® 
a 
or, applying equation (6.9), 
az i + i 
a 
H a l 
G (l + 
z a' 
Op) + _ i L k l 
2E ( 1 + ^ ) 4 E (1 + £ ) 3 a ( l + - ) 2 z a z a a 
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Thus s
ISslL— + _ a V l i s J L . ^ i i i l M ™ + 
1 + f 3G (1 + f)° 6E ( 1 + ±)* 2E (1 + f ) " (1 + ~) 
a z a z a z a a 
for some function I of $ alone0 
Then, 
3 ^ ( 1 + f ) ~ 6 E z ( l + f ) 2 2 E 2 ( 1 + | ) 
+ (1 + f) IM (6.10) 
The conditions ( 5 o 5 ) - ( 5 * 8 ) of continuity of displacements at the 
sandwich shell interfaces now furnish the four boundary conditions neces­
sary for the solution of the core displacements? 
w » - ^ A i * L . + k ( q 0 ( 6 o l l ) 
w,(q>) = - ^ ^ ' 5 - + k(ep) ( 6 o l 2 ) 
^ 2E ( 1 ~ f - ) 2 E fl - -f, 
z 2a* z 2a 
/, *u x / * . t u **wu at(*) . a*"hg(<p) 
- a j ' f y ? T ~ * k«(f) + (I + £ ) t(f) (6,13) 
2E fi + f ) 2 a 
z' 2a 
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n 4. t l \ » U\ t l ^ af(«p) . a2h°(f) ( l + 5 Z ) u 4 ( , ) - - - . - — — ^ 2 
z .̂a z .̂a 
Define the differential operator L by 
+ k'(<!>) + (1 - £ ) *(q>) (6.14) 
- + C O t * I P <6.15) 
dtp ' 
If p n(') denotes the Legendre polynomial of order n ? then the 
following properties of L hold? 
L[Pn(cos <p)] = »P nP n(cos cp) (6,16) 
LL[P (COS < D ) ] = 6 2 P (cos cp) (6»17) n / J *n n 
where p n = n(n+l) 
If another differential operator M is defined by 
then 
(•)] = L[o] (6,18) 
Now assume that there exist potential functions ^ (©), 
and &(q>) such that 
± uu(<p) = i u M , ± utM = ̂ (<p) and ± I M - 6(9) (6.19) 
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Applying the operator M to boundary conditions (6.13) and (6,14) and 
utilizing (6.18) and (6.19) leads to 
( 1 - ^ - ) LM*> t . f l , u W • - a M f ( ? > + 2 
- + Lk(<p) + ( 1 + £ ) U ( q > ) (6.20) 
2 E z ( l + ^ ) 2 3 
( 1 + I+,(„) - ^ Lw,<„) - - S . " f ( » ) + a" 
2 a i * 2 a i * 3G ( 1 - f ) 2 6E ( 1 - £ • ) 
z ^a z zs 
2 
3 LJ ( (CJ + Lk(q>) + ( 1 - £ ) U(<p) (6.21) 
2 E Z ( 1 - i ) 
Recall that h(<p) is defined as 
Thus, 
1 I d h(cp) = - a s i n ^ [f *(©) sin cp + f (cp) C O S CP] = - ̂ ^ - + cot cp]f (cp) 
Therefore, 
h(<p) = - ± Mf (cp) 
Introducing the potential function fj (cp) defined by 
o> 1 ( t p ) " f ( < 1 > ) 
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h(ep) =* ~ 7 Ltj(a>) 
Then equations (6020) and (6.21) become 
(1 - ) I * > ) + ^ LwU) = - a 3 l k i ^ + _ i ! i h i £ L 
2a u 2a u /, , h \Z ,« , in > ̂  
3 G 2(l+ 5-) 6 E z(l+-) 
iLj(a) 
2E z(! + £ ) 
+ Lk(q>) + ( l + ~ ) U(») (60 22) 
+ - i L „ e w - â h_(gpl ^ a\h.(tp) 
3Gz(l - £ ) 2 6 E 2 d - £ ) 2 
2 E z ( l -
(6c23) 
Adding equations (6011) and ( 6 o l 2 ) , 
2 r 
w u(<p) + wj(<p) = 
1 1 
( 1 + i L ) 2 d .„ J l ) 2 , l i 2a ; 1 1 2a ; . 
h(«) 
1 + JL 1 . J l 
2a 2a 
jfo) + 2k(q>) {60 24) 
Subtracting equation (6=12) from (6,11) , 
i 
1 2a ; J 
h(tp) 
1 2a 1 2aj 
j ( < p ) (6.25) 
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Clearly, equations (6.24) and (6.25) are equivalent to equations (6,11) 
and (6<. 12),, Simplifying these equations, 
wjcp) + wj(g>) _ ^ 
2 2E 
W (fo) - WN (FP) 
U t 




[ 1 - ( | - ) 2 ] 2 
h((p) + ~ i _ - • 
(6,26) 
j ( < p ) (6,27) 
Similarly, adding equations (6.22) and (6.23), one has 
u -fc 
_a__ 
3G (1 + A ) 2 n „ JL) 
. U 2a ; U 2a ; J 
h N2 h(tp) + 6 E Z :(1 + A)2 
1 Lh{„);- i : + " 
J L ) 2 
2a J 
. 1 + - J L i . A 
{ 2a 2a 
2. 
Lj(<p)+2Lk(rr>) + 2Lft(<p) (6,28) 
Subtracting equation (6.23) from (6.22), 
3G* „ 1 h.2i h W + & V 
( 1 " 2a"> ., (1 + 
44 
Clearly, equations (6*28) and (6.29) are equivalent to equations 
(6.22) and (6.23). Simplifying, the result is 
4 T W > 
u 
" + 4a^ L UlM 
2 n 
3G 
• 1 + 
Z 
1 * < & ) 2 
| r i - ( & ) 2 ] 2 
LhU) 
a 
2E 1 - ( i ) 2 1 v2a ; J 




r h((p) - 3E 
[ l - ( ^ ) 2 ] 2 
Lh(fi) 
2E 1 . (iL)2 
. V2a y 
Lj(ff>) + ~ L b M (6,31) 
It is necessary now to perform some formal mathematical manipulations0 
Rigorous analytic justification of the subsequent steps is not feasible, 
since they involve high order derivatives of Fourier-Legendre series of 
functions,, Instead one may note that the final solution,, substituted back 
into the original equations, wil1 provide its own verification* 
Recall that the set of Legendre polynomials {p^(cos C D ) | is com­
plete with respect to square integrable functions on [-it, it ] \ and expand 
the functions w^, W | , -p^, r\, j, k and h in Fourier-Legendre 
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series as follows 
oo 
(©) = ) a P (cos cp) u u n n Y 
n=o 
V"" 5 = C b n F b ( c o s ' f ) 
n=o 
w (cp) = ) c P (cos cp) u 1 Lj n n 
n=o 
w l > } = 1 d n V C 0 S 9 ) 
h(cp) - } h nP n(cos q>) 
n = o 
j(cp) = ) J nP n(cos cp) 
n~o 
k (cp) = ) k P (cos cp) 
rr-o 
&(cp) = ) 6 P (cos cp) r It n n 
r.-o 
(6,32) 
The core problem, then, is to determine h and j in terms of the 
facing middle surface displacements ^ , 1*̂ , w u and wp 
With equations (6.32), the boundary conditions (6.30), (6,31) 9 
(6.26) and (6,27) become (in matrix form) 
n - < £ ) 2 ] 2 . 
G E z z 2E 
1 
1 - ( A)2 
. v2a ; . 
r n 
R a i i 1 
3 G " ~ E " 2lT 
2 
I - ( A ) 2 p • o 
* 2 
LJL- — 







0 j 0 
(a +b ) t 
2 *n 4a n in n u 
^ (b - d ) p 4a^ n n *n 
(a -b ) t 
- ^ _ I L , p + (a -c ) 8 
ft * n 2ha n si • n u 
(b - d ) p 2ha» o ri fn (6,33) 
c + d n n 
An equivalent system is 
\ G E 
! Z Z 
0 I 0 
h ,2 
i 
3 i ;[1 - ( ^ ) 2 ] 2 _ 
2_ 
IG 
a 2 r i + ( ? ? ) 2 
2 E z ] M | ) 2 ] 5 
â  
2E M ^ ) 2 : v2a ; J 
P« 0 "P. 
1 1 0 
i - ( £ ) a 
0 0 
a +b \ u u 





+ ^rrr- (a - c }p + (b -d }B 2hA v n n - n 2hAp - n n *n u v 
- | (a -b )p + rrf= (a - c ) B h n n rn 2hAy n n n 
2hA£ n n rn 
c + d 
n n 
c - d 
n n 
(6,34) 
where a = A a and a0 « Apa<. 
u u -4 
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Henee< 
3f i *~R\2B 
' I A 
ti 1 + - ! . + j d 
2 4a| ' 2nA| n 
(6,35) 
Also 9 from ( 6 o 3 4 ) 
E ri - ' v-) ' 
1 _ . L? 
n 2 i 
h + fl -» f#-)2j (c ~d ) •2a J h " n n (6o36) 
Now, by the Hooke's law expression (608)* 
« a 
Thus? the upper interface stress is given by 
<* («>) 5 a Jq>9 + £) zu 2a 
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using equations (6.32), 




i + & [ i -




1 + 2 T 
h J n 
2 [ 1 - ( £ ) 2 ] n 
h + [1 - ( £ ) 2 ] f ( c n-d n) 
Thus, 
a (<p) = — E 
•2a' 
- d )> P (cos to) (6037) n 1 n 
where h^ is given by equation (6*35)* 
Similarly, 
1 1 2a" 2a' 
or 
c^(to) 1 (1 „ A ) 2 
• 2a ; n=o !-
ah 
1 - — 2a 
n~ + jn P (cos ® n * 
Again using the solution (6.36) for j , it is found that 
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ah ah , ^ E 
1 Jl n i j L . f i / h x2-| n L 2a J h n n 
2a 1 2a 1 1 ' l2a' J 
or 
— V + j = ! l - 1 7 - r h n + [1 - ( ~ ) 2 ] i f <c - d ) 
i JL n 9r. /JLi^l n 2a J n n n 
2a L l2a J J 
Thus, 
Z l (1 ^ ) 2 ^ ' 2[i -(£-) 2] n 2a h n 
- d ) P (cos CP) (6,38) n : n . 
The shear stress T ^ z is given by equation (6,5) as 
llsl 
> z ( i + ^ ) 3 
In the sequel, there will be no need to know T S one needs 
CP 2 ' 
only the potential function T(«,z) such that 
Recalling the potential function TJ(<P) defined by 
da 
d„ w • f W -
then 
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9<P (I + I ) 3 ^ Z ' 
a 
where h(d) = - i L t] (cp). 
a 
©0 
Expanding tj(<p) as f|(cp) = £ t| P (cos co) n=o 
h M = I h n P n ( c o s •> " - a Lt> M ' ' a E " V n P n ( c o s ^ 
n=o n=l 
Hence ?
n p ah 
h - — | or « = for n > 1 n a ' 'n 6 -r n 
It will be sufficient in the sequel to take f]Q = 0 o Thus, 
d • V1 
T - T (co) E x (cp) s, where T (TP) = ~—r"~~o ) R~ p (cos ©) dcp rpzu wzu ' rpzu ( h\3 L B n 
2a n-1 
(6,39) 
0 0 h d V'1 
3F W ( , p ) H V l ( 9 ) ' w h e r e
 r<ozlM" 7 7 " V 3 L pf p n ( c o s ^ 
(6.40) 
both to within a constant termc 
7, Prebuckllng State 
It is well known that a complete monocoque spherical shell 
undergoes only a uniform inward radial deformation prior to buckling0 
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the corresponding stress distribution is a uniform compressive stress. 
the complete spherical sandwich shell differs from its monocoque counter­
part by its anisotropy* it is desired to determine whether a uniform 
prebuckling state is also possible for the sandwich sphere, or whether 
the anisotropy initiates bending before buckling occurs.. To this end, it 
is assumed that t is zero in the core0 then one determines whether 
or not the corresponding stress state can be maintained by constant 
values of w and we, and zero values of u and up at the 
interfaces,.. 
the core equations (6.1) and (6,2) reduce to 
^ [(1 + f r < sin »] = 0 (7,1) o Z a z 
thus ̂  
(1 + - ) 2 *.°(<pfz) sin m « f % ) 
A £, 
for some function f° of <p alone.., then 
M o ( s ..: dw°(© 0z) z rl 2 / , . 2 \ £ . \ 1 + -*} sincp a 
w % , r ) = - + g % ) (7.2) 
e (i +-) sin» 
for some function g° of «> alone. The boundary conditions for 
the uniform prebuckling case are 
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0 °f h , af («) , o, \ (~. n\ E (1 + -n-)sin f> 
2a 
w? = w % , - *) = < ^ + g % ) (7.4) 
* ~ • ' " 2 " E z d - ^ ) s i n , 
where w^ and w£ are the constant radial displacements of the upper 
and lower facings, respectively. Subtracting equation (7Q4) from (7 D3), 
one obtains 
o o 
W u W l E (1 + £-) sin <p ' E ( 1 - :r~) sin <d 
z 2a z 2a 
or 
U „ r , / h \ 2-E j l - (-'H sin * 
Also, 
(i + (i - (i + £)<,«(,) - (i - f x ^ 
or 
By equation (7,5), 
( % ) V 1 " J 
sin <r> h u A. i 0°\
(w - Wr- } 
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Hence 
<* ° (<P*z) = 
(1 + - ) 2 sin © a 
_ _ _ _ . 
hd + f ) 2 
/ O O n 
(w u - t ) 
E z ^ - ^ . 0 0, — —- (w ~ Wi ) 
h [ 1 + ~ r 0 1 
( 7 . 7 ) 
-|) _ _ _ _ _ (w _ W p ) 
L ~ 2a J 
(7,8) 
The equilibrium equations (4,1), (4,2) and (403) for the upper facing 
in the prebuckling state become 
•2N° + a P 0 
u u zu 09 where 
©u 
,,o .,o , „0 N n = N and P flu u zu 
h +2t t 1 2 
p + — - r — (3 
r . 2 zu 
Define p = (l + 
h + 2t 2 
) p» Then 
a 
_ p° 
2 zu 2 
• * , /, , h v 2 . o p + (l + 5i) ° z u (7,9) 
By the stress-displacement relation (4 n4), 
E t 
u , 2 1 ~v 
o -
u 




u u o a~Tl - v ) u u u 
(7,10) 
5 5 
Hence j, combining equations (4.9) and (4,10) 9
a Z { 1 - v ) 0 u ja o 
W y = 2E t~ " zu u u 
« ' ( l - v „ ) 
? E T ^ [ p S + ( 1 + ^ ) 2 a z ° u ] ( 7 . 1 1 ) 
u u 
The equilibrium equations (4.1) 9 (4„2), and (4 03) fox the lower facing 
in the prebuckling state become 
2 * 1 ° + *eJ - 0 
where 
N 0 and P ? 
(i . A ) 2 
2a ; o 
a^ 
Thus, N£ - ~ p ^ 5 and again using the Hooke's law relation ( 4 . 4 ) , 
N o HH l - 7 • 2 
1-vj L 
(1 + v.) _ 0 
Combining the two equations for Ni 
2Ep t P z l - 2 E ^ 
h x 2 o 
2a } "*i (7.12) 
Applying equations (7.7) and (7.8) for d ° and in terms of 
(vt° - wj?) , one obtains from equations (7*11) and (7.12) the following 
system of equations for wj 5 and W|° s 
w 
a ' U -v u) | E 
~ "|P 
U U ( 
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a i l ~v.) 
2Ei 
(7.14) 
It will suffice to solve this system for (wj5 - W£°) , since only the 
prebuckling normal stresses c? z u° and eJ^ 0 will be required In the fac­
ing analyses. Subtracting equation (7,14) from equation (l,13), one 
obtains 
/ O Ox (w - W | ) = 
a i l - v ) * u * 
u u 
- f ( w u ° - w ^ ) [ l - ( i ) 2 ] 2E t 
u u 
2 E i ^ 
Hence, 
o o W - Wp = u I 
a Z(l -v ) ^ 
"2E~E~ P 
u u 1 +^ri»(JL)2i 
' h L *2a; J 
ra 2(]-vJ a 2(l-V£) 
u 
2E t u u 2Eot 
Let 
a"(l -v ) u 
2E t u u 
.l + ^ [ l - < & > 2 ] 
r a 2 ( l - v ) a 2(l-v.) 
2E t u u 2Ept 
Then, from equations ( 7 e 7 ) and (7„8) 
d (cp) -zu 
E z ^ - o • 
I T 7 7 " . h n 2 q p [i + £ 1 
(7.16) 
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E z [1 - (£)*] Q * 
0zl{^ = ' T 7 7 ~ H T R P ( 7 ° 1 7 ) L 2a J 
Similarly, the prebuckling facing compressive stresses are 
i f ^7—5— q ^ 7 . 1 8 ) 
O a 1 \ 
The existence of the uniform prebuckling state has thus been proved0 
Although the individual facings are momentless in the prebuckling state, 
the composite shell does experience a bending moment* This is due to 
the difference between NJ3 and . It is easily seen that in the 
limit .as — a n d h — > 0, N^0 and NjP approach the common value 
- ^ . Thus, the proper reduction to the monocoque case is obtained, 
8. Incipient Buckling 
The critical state of equilibrium where buckling is incipient 
is now analyzed. Incremental buckling deformations are superposed 
upon the uniform prebuckling state* 
The lowest external pressure at which nonzero buckling deforma­
tions are possible is the critical pressure. 
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Upper facing analysis 
N = N ° + N ' , N Q = N ° + N* i P = P ° - £7? (e, + e J 
©u u ©u' Bu u 9u ? zu zu A 2 1 2 
u 
- - 7 — v 
u 
p = . ™ _ 2 a _ j z u a n d R = T 
©u A 2 9u 2 A 2 ©zu 
U j u 
Thus, defining 
(1 + - ^ ) 2 
* V i 2a' 
— —• 
©zu ^ 2 ©zu 
u 
+ 
d = — — d zu . 2 zu A u 
the equilibrium equations (4,1)3 (4.2) and (4.3) become 
f [ N ° + K ' ] + [ N ° + N ' - N 0 - N* ] cot <p + Q 
d© L u ©u L u ©u u «u J ©u 
u d w 
+ (N °+ N ' )( — - — ^ - ) u Bu a a d© u u 
du d 2w 
+ Q (—^ - — ^ ) - a t * = 0 (8.1) ©u a d© , 2 u ©zu u a d © T u 
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dQ . u 
J2H + Q cot 9 - [ N ° + n ' + N ° + N' ] - ( N ° + N« ) (-̂  
dtp epu T L u cpu u Bu u cpu dcp a 
dw u dw 2N 0 * du 
u 
u cot ® 2w 
+ + — H ) - d* ,] = 0- (8.2) a a ; z u J u u 
dM u dw a t # 
j - ^ + (M -NL ) cot q> + ML - ~ ~ ) - a Q <T = 0 
dcp cpu Qu T Pu a a^dep u cdu 2 cp̂ u 
(8.3) 
The equations (8,1) - (8,3) are nonlinear; they are now linear­
ized as in the customary monocoque sphere analysis* Then solving for 
Q in equation (8.3), cpu 
. dM (M - M Q ) t 
^ 1 CpU , Q)U flU , U * to A \ 
q = — —-x- + —-* • — — cot (p + -r t (8.4) 
> u a u dcp a u 2 cpZu 
Substituting equation (8.4) in equations (8.1) and (8.2), one obtains 
the linearized governing equations for the top facing: 
dN' dM (M - NL ) 
+ [ N , _ Nq ] cot 9 + - » i + cot cp 
dep L cpu 6u J ^ â dcp a u 
u dw t 
+ K ° ( - i - - f ) - - 1 * (a - -^) = 0 (8.5) u a a dm cpzu u 2 u u Y 
dM (M -Mo ) * cpu , cpu 8u . , u * 
L dcp T j â dcp a 2 cpzu 
u dw 1 
- (N ' + Ni ) - N + cot cp] ̂  J ± - V - a tf* 
cpu ©u u Ldq) ^ J | a^ â dtp j u zu 
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a^p du u^ cot ® 2w^ 
.2 ^ dm ' a + a 1 ~ ̂  A U u u u 
Lower facing analysis 
(i - F ) 2 
Thus, defining 
(1 - — ) 2 
* 1 2a 7 
T- 0 ~ — ^ X 1 2 <PZ£ 
( 1 - ^ ) 2 
* u 2a ; 
the equilibrium equations (4.1), (4„2) and (4«3) become 
DT V ] + V - V - W C O T » + S 
uo dwo due d wo 
+ al %Z* = ° ( 8 - 7 ) 
dQ j? 
d, + V C O T * + V + NT + - ( N £ + 
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, Up dWn Uo dwo 
2N? 
I . * 
+ a£[TjT + e z £ ] = 0 ( 8 - 8 ) 
dM p up dwp 
(8.9) 
Linearizing these equations, solving for in equation (8.9) and 
substituting in the remaining equations (8.7) and (8.8), one gets the 
following governing equations for the lower facings 
dN'o dM o (M o - M Q i ) 
tf* + [ - K K ] cot <p. + + - ^ - ^ cot „ 
uj; dwo /t tj> 
+ ^ ° r a 7 - i ^ ] + % z t <<M + T > " ° ( 8 - 1 0 ) 
( f + c o t J i y j v - ^ 
t, 
k , • o u,, v , . cot cp + -7.™ t p dcp I a^dcp a ̂  2 cpz-i 
Un dW( tup awp 1 ^ 
- < N ^ + K<fc> - Ni°Cat + c o t ^ - ijsij+ a f z i • 0 ( 8 - u ) 
Hence, to solve the spherical shell buckling problem, it is necessary 
to solve the four differential equations (805), (8.6), (8,10) and (8.11) 
subject to the Hooke's law relations (4.4) - (4.7) for each facing. Mote 
that equations (8,5) and (8,10) differ only in the loading terms involving 
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shear stresses at the interfaces; likewise^ equations (8.5) and (8.11) 
differ only in the loading terms. Hence, one may treat the main terms in 
the two equations alike, devoting special attention only to the loading 
terms. 
Substituting the Hooke's law relations (4*4) - (4.7) into the 
common terms 
dM ' dM (M - M j 





(1 + «) — r + — £ cot © - (v + cot en) 
. 3 , 2 am a© a© 
(8,13) 
+ { l + v ) g - « 
,3 ,2 
d w • d w 
d© d© 
(v+cot2tp) g 
where a = - D(l -v 2) _ jL 
a 2Et 12a' 
© = - N°(l-v
2) 
Et and, as before, ^ is a 
potential function such that u dt)j d© 
Introducing the differential operator H defined by 
H( . ) - -4_L_•+ dlii c o t + 2 ( . ) 
d© d© 
(8.14) 
expression (8.13) becomes 
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ja + a) ^ [ H f o ) - (l+v)fl + i {(l+v)w - aH(w) 
+ a ( l + v ) w + cp(tj> - w))l E t 0 (8.15) 
a(l - v 2 ) 
D (1 -v 2 ) t 2 N°(l -v Z ) 
Hence, defining a = — — = — — - $ © = E \ — 
a E t 12a u u u u u u 
equations (8.5) and (8.10) become, respectively, 
. t a (1 - v 2 ) 
4- a (1+v )w + cp ft> - w ) - (a, - ~ ) " F + " t* , = 0 
u u u r u u uJ u 2 u u 
(8.16) 
( l + a | ) J L [ H ( ^ ) - ( l + v j t y ] + ^ { ( 1 + ^ - ajH(wj) 
) tp a^d-v^ 2) # 
+ a ^ U + v ^ + ^(it ^t)j + <aj + f ) — x ^ O . 
(8.17) 
But, by equations (6.5), (6,39) and (6.40), 
t # a ( l * ^ ) 3 / u \ * 2a a 
v u 2 ; (pzu 2 cpzu A 2 cpzm 
u u 
/ h v 3 
* a(l - a 
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where % = -u(<p,z)] 
©zm z-o 
dT 
Since , € p z = x 9 then d© ©z 




T = T (©,0) = a ) r 1 1 P (cos ©) cpzm <pz M ' /_» I? n T 
n=l 
using equations (6.39) and (6.40). Thus, 
/ U \ # a 
u 2 ©zu 2 d © ©zm 
3 
Hence,, equations (8.16) and (8.17) become 
™- <(1 +a )[ H(i|»„) - (1 +v )t|> ] + (1 +v )w » a H ( w ) + a ( l + v ) w dtp r u u' v u uJ u u u u u u' u 
v u T u ir ft 2 
A U u 
a (1 ~v 2 ) 1 u u 
E t u u ©zm 
(8.18) 
^ | ( l + a | ) [ H ( ^ ) - (l+vjty] + (l+v^wj - azH(»t) t a l ( l + v l ) w t 
+ n ( f £ ~ w^) + - — Eot 1^ 
T > = 0 cpzm (8.19) 
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The addition of an arbitrary constant to each of the displacement 
potentials t)» and tjî  will not affect the corresponding displacement 
functions u^ and u^. Hence, equations (8.18) and (8.19) may be 
integrated with respect to ©, and the constants of integration taken 
as zero. This corresponds to the addition of arbitrary constants to 
and Hence, equations (8.18) and (8.19) become 
(1 + a )[H(tf> ) - (1+v H 1 + (l+v )w - a H(w ) + a (l+v )w u L u u ur u u u u u u u 
+ cp O'j - w ) - — -u u u , 2 A u 
a (i - v n u u 
E t u u 
T = 0 (8.20) 
©zm 
(i + a£)[H(tfy) - (Hv^H^] + (l+v^)w^-o^H(w^) + « ^ ( l + v ^ ) w t 
+ - Wj) + -j 
At L 
ap(l - vp 2) n 
Ed t T = 0 ©zm (8.21) 
Similarly, substitution of the Hooke0s law relations (4.4) -
(4.7) into the expression 
( t ~ + cot 
d© 
(8.22) 
yields the following: 
Et 
a(l -v ) 
( ^ + 2 cot © 
dcp d© 
- (i 2 d * + v + cot ©) •—J + 
d©' 
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4 3 2 
+ (2 - v + cot 2 <p) * cot <p - + 2 cot <p - (1 +v +cot 2«p)^-| 
dep dcp dcp 
+ (2 -v + cot' cp) cot «p - (1+v) ̂ 'i + cot <p + 2w 
+ fi. / gfw dw 




It follows from the definition (8.14) of the operator H that 
4 3 2 
HH(*) = ^ i - i + 2 cot cp + (2 - cot 2 et)) ^ 
dep dep dcp 
+ [5 + cot 2 o>] cot cp + 4(») 
Thus, expression (8*23) becomes 
Et 
(1 - V ) 
a[HH(i|>-w) - (3 + v) H(ij> -w) + 2(1 + v) 0|> - w) ] 
- (1 + v) Hfa) + 2(1 +v)(i|» -w) - epH(tp -w) + 2a>(* - w U (8.24) 
Thus, equation (8=6) for the upper facing becomes 
a HH(\p - w ) - (3+v )a H(tb - w ) + 2(1 + v ) a. ft> - w ) 
u Y u u u u u u u u T u u 
- (1+v )H ) + 2(1+v )M» - w ) •» fl> H (T|> -w ) + 2<p (i|) -w ) u u u u u r u u u Y u u u 
a (i - v t 
u u u 
E t 2 
u u 
H(T* ) -2T 
cpzu epzu 
a (1 -v z ) , u u * ——T p E t A u u u H » u ) 
- 2(x|» -w ) u u 
2 h 2v a (1 - v } 
- — - = — 7 — • d = 0, where 1 
E t zu cpzu u u cpzu 
(8.30) 
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Similarly, equation (8011) for the top facing becomes 
CT^HH # | - W J ) - ( 3 + V J ) fl^HFOJ - W ^ ) + 2 ( 1 + V ^ ) - W ^ ) 
- O + V ^ J H F T J ) + 2 ( I + V|)(i|i| - W J ) - Q ^ H ^ - W J ) + 2 < P J ( I F R £ - W £ ) 
2 2 , 
a | (1 - v t ) » AO(l «• V N ) T O 
+ . 4 [ H ( T * n) - 2 1 * .] + - i — tf" =0 , ( 8 . 3 ) 
( 1 - — > 2 
where I j> - T 
®'Z-1 
To determine the buckling pressure for the spherical sandwich 
shelly equations ( 8 . 2 0 ) , ( 8 . 2 1 ) , ( 8 o 3 0 ) and (8.31) must be solved simul­
taneously,, subject to the expansions ( 6 . 3 2 ) , for the unknown displacement 
functionso 
9.__,_Solution 0 f the Buckling Problem 
The system of equations ( 8 * 2 0 ) , ( 8 , 3 0 ) , ( 8 . 2 1 ) and ( 8 . 3 1 ) , 
respectively, becomes 
(1 + a ) [H(f ) - ( 1 + V )TFR ] + ( 1 + V ) ( 1 + A ) W u L u u u J u u u 
- A H ( W ) + <P - w ) -
11 • 11' • 1111 j1' o 
U " u Tu u u 
a (1 - v z ) u u 
A -it E t A - u u 
u 
T = 0 <pzm ( 9 . 1 ) 
a HH(if» - W ) - ( 3 + v )a H(if» - W ) + 2(l + V )(l +a ) (t|> - W ) u u u u u T u u u u u u 
a (1 ~ V 2 ) 
- ( 1 + V L H R T J - < P H F O - W ,) + 2to fo., - W ) + H ( T * j u u u u u Tu u u 2 E epzu 
a, (1 -V.f) 2 / , 2 , a ( 1 - V ) 
®2U J E t . 2 L T u u u J E .t_. z u" *u u A, u u 
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( 1 + aft H(4^) - (1 + V £ ) t t y ] + (1 + V|){1 + n,^)w^ -a^H(wj) 
(1 - 2-1 
Ept •v-i 
T = 0 cpzm (9.3) 
a^HHft^ - w^) - (3 + v^)a^H(^| - w^) + 2(l + v^) (l+aj) (fy - w^) 
- (1 + vj) Hfoj) - ^(^i - wj>) + 2q>^(^ - Wj) 
2E, 
a 0 (1 -vd ) a»(l - vo ) n u 
J L _ - ± _ [ H ( T .) - 2T* o 1 +
 JL
T-r-k „ 0 (9.4) 
Now, define 
P.. = 
2- 2 N a (1 - v ) u 
E t u u 
a (i - ) 
2,. 2, 
2 A E (1 + u u 2a 
2,. 2 N 
2 A ^ ( l - £ ) 
(9.5) 
Also, define 
k = i „ —SL + —JL-
3 2 4a 2hA 
u y 
4 2 4ao 2hA 
3[I - ( £ ) 2 ] 2 
Y — 
n 2 | 2 r n 
a Z Z Z 2 J 
Then, from solution (6.35) for the Fourier-Legendre coefficient 
h of the function h, 
h « s Y i J ^ a n + kJb + V N + k.d) (9.7) n 1 n n I n 2 n 3 n 4 n 
Also, defining 
B- = " " " T ^ R Y n P n 
l2a' 
0 2[1 - ( £ ) 2 ] 
^1 L l2a ; J h 
the Fourier-Legendre expansions for a and r* ̂  given in equations 
(6.37) and (6.38) become 
00 f 1 
^ ( 9 ) = _ _ _ L _ ^ V J L ( K A + K B 4- k c +k.d ) + ^ ( c -d ) zu T ' /. + n , 2 Z_J y_ n 1 n 2 n 3 n 4 n' I n n J 
2a n=o 
P (cos m) \ (9.9) n 1 
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c© f _ 
ej » = • — O / e (K-a ^ KJB + k 0c + K.D ) + KAc ~ D ) zl /, n*2 L 1[ n i n 2 n 3 n 4 n I n n'J 
,1 Pr (cos jp)> (9„10) si ) 
Substitute the Fourier-Legendre expansions of the displacement 
functions TJ> , f| 3 w and r, End the solutions for the Interface 
core stresses in terms of these functions into TRIE system OF equations 
( 9 O L ) - ( 9 O 4 ) „ Using the completeness property of the set of Legendre 
polynomials |p (cos ®)J 9 the following system of homogeneous linear 
algebraic equations Is obtained., where X « n(n + I) - 2s 
( H a ) [ 4 3 ~ ( 1 + v )a ] + (i + v )(l + a )c U L n n v u' n J * u u n 
+ a X c + m (a - c ) - Y (k, a + kjD +k«c +k y ld ) * 0 ( 9 O L L ) u n n Ttr n n A n i n 2 n 3 n 4 n' * 
a \ 2(a - c ) + (3 + v )a \ (a - c ) + 2 ( 1 ) (l +a )(a -c ) U n' n n * u u n' n n* ' u' ' u n n 
+ (1 + v )X a + © \ (a - c ) + 2 > fa - c ) u n n u n' n n 'rr n n 
6 (X + 2) T (k.a + kJb + k 0c + k,d ) U ' n ' n ' i n 2 n 3 n 4 n 
p p 
[-X a - 2(a - c )] » p T e (k ta + kJb + k„c a L n n " n n it n i n 2 n 3 n 
= k.d ) + lAc - d )] - 0 (9.12) 
a p o 
+ n ( b n . + Y n ( k l a n + k 2 b n + k 3 c n + k 4d n) - 0 (9.13) 
nl\2 ( b n - V + ( 3 + HH^JK " d„> + 2 < J + ^ ' ' b n - d n ) 
+ ( 1 + v < ) > n b n + n x n ( b n - d n) + 2 . t ( b n - d n ) 
- 6o(X + 2 ) Y J M „ + + k,c + k.d ) 
•h n ' n l n 2 n o n 4 :.i 
+ po[-e (k.,a + k 0b + k„c + k.d ) + KAc - d )] = 0 (9,14) 
V - n l n 2 3 n 4 n I n n J 
In matrix form, the system of equations (9„ll) - (9*14) appears 
(1 +d ) (> + 1 +v )+© . ( l + v ) ( l + a ) + a X - 9 
u' n u T u u u u n T u 
B a 
-2L. Y k A n 1 u 
8 aY k. 
f u N 3 
p a B aY k, r u n 4 
a u X n + (3+v )a X u u N 
+ 2(l+v )(l+a ) u u 
+ (1 +v )X +® X +2© u n T u n u 
. . P UP* -6 (X +2 Y k. ° u n n 1 a 
"^(XN + 2 ) Y n k l 
>e k, 
x n I 
-a X - (3 +v )a X I u N u u N ! 
2(1 +v u)(l +a u) 
~© X - 2© -a (X +2)Y k 0 u n T u u n n 3 
8 p* 
-2 - - M k 0 -8 a u n 3 • u 1 u 
6 (X +2)Y k 0 u n n 2 
P £ k 0 •u n 2 
-*> (X +2)Y k, u n ' n 4 
- p e k. + p K , K u n 4 1 u 1 
AB 
^ ( X n + 2 ) Y n k 3 
+PoC £ 1 
»(1 + ^ ) ( X n + i + v^) -+(1 +v^)(l +o.^) 
+2(l+v^) (l+a|)+(l+y^)V| -2(l+v^)(Ha^)-^Xn 
+© tX n +2© r6^(X n +2)Y nk 2; ^ r - 6 l ( X n + 2 ) Y n k 4 
n*k IS. A n 2 ~ ^ e n W l 
! ( 9 o l 5 ) 
- — v k A T n 2 u 
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The case n = 0 for the system of equations (6,15) corresponds 
to constant values for all of the functions w , w^, , f 0̂. Hence it 
corresponds to constant values for w and w^ and zero values for u 
and u^o This represents a uniform prebuckling state; since 
tf»u and t|>̂  represent buckling deformations from the prebuckling state, 
one may disregard the case n = 0 in the buckling analysis* Also, it 
will be shown below that \ is a common factor of all the terms in the 
n 
buckling equation. Hence, for n - 1 (and thus \ - 0 ) , any value of 
p may be inserted in the buckling equation,, which vanishes due to the 
common factor of zero » Hence, for the buckling analysis one may divide 
out the common factor of X and assume that n > 2* 
n -
For a given value of n, the system of equations (9d5) has 
nontrivial solutions if and only if the determinant of the coefficient 
matrix vanishes0 This furnishes the buckling equation for each n c 
It may be noted that equations (9»15) contain no approximations other 
than those inherent in the shell and core theories usedo When the custom­
ary approximations (consistent with the Kirchhoff-Love shell theory) are 
made, the determinant of the coefficient matrix for equations (9„15) yields 
a quadratic equation for pa This is to be expected, since for each mode 
of buckling, there -is a possible global buckling pressure and a (generally 
higher) ripple-type local buckling pressure* The price paid for this gener 
aiity is the high order of the polynomial equation which yields stationary 
values of the buckling pressure p c In general, this is at least aitwentieth 
order polynomial equation. This general case is investigated in Section 
1 3 o Before proceeding to the general analysis however, two simpler but 
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cruder analyses are presented (Sections 10 and 1 2 ) 0 In the first special 
case, one makes the simplifying assumption = ooc This suppresses the 
face-wrinkling mode of deformation and bene© yields a global buckling 
pressure0 The reduction of the general formulation of equations ( 9 O L 5 ) 
to the case of a monocoque spherical shell under external pressure is then 
conveniently made (Section 11)» In the last case, the global buckling mode 
is suppressed and then the ripple buckling pressure may be derived,, 
The success of the simplified analyses of Sections 10 and 12 
will,of course, depend on the effect of the simplifying assumptions 
made D The general analysis of Section 13 thus furnishes a basis for 
comparison^, 
10, Global Buckling with Rigid Core 
Now assume that the modulus of elasticity E of the core is 
z 
infinite. This eliminates the ripple-type deformation,, but still 
allows the core to deform in shearo For this analysis,, one must remove 
all terms involving the parameter E^ from the buckling, determinant 
This manipulation is shown belowQ 
The buckling equation is 
-U+a U ) (X N + L+V U ) | (X+VU)(L+«U)+«UXN 
P U a Y n k l ! P u a Y n k 3 
A X '' + ('3 + v ) A X u N u u n 
+ 2(1 ) (1+a ) 
U - u 
- <P, 
-A X " - (3 + V )a. X . u n u U N 
- 2 ( 1 + V. ) ( 1 + NR,.) 
r u n 2 p ay k, ru n 4 
' W 2 ) Y N k 2 
* u N 2 
: + ( 1 + v u ) X n + ' u ( X n + 2 ) : V V 2 ) " ^ ( \ I + 2 ) Y n k 3 -
P u e n k 3 " P u ? l 
( X + 2)Y.k. + — u" n n 1 A 
(% +2) - 0 e k., 
I a P £ n k i 
>e k, 
^ N 1 
- * L ( V 2 , Y n k 3 
-(I + !> + .1 
38 1 
A, V < 2 
<*£X~*' 3+V| )aA a 42'l+ 
Y ^ ) ( L K I ^ ) - F ( I ' F V | ) X^ + 
N V 2 ) ~ ¥ V 2 ) C 
' Yn k2 " V N k2 
& (x + 2 ) Y k, u N 1 A 4 
' Y N 4 1 U * 
( 1 +a^) + a ^ n 
^ L X N ~ ( 3 + V I ) A I X N 
- 2 ( L + V ^ ) ( L + TI^) 
^ ( X N + 2 ) ^ E ( X N F 2 ) * 
0 (lOol) 
-a ON 
After some manipulation, the buckling equation becomes 
-1 
( l + v j + ^ l ^ ) 
u * + -•• p A R u 
-1 
(1+v )(l+a )+a X u u' u n 
B ay k. , ' u 1 n 1 - q> + «—-~—™ u A 
-a X" - (3+v )a X u n " u' u n 
•2(l +v u)(l +„ u)KP u(>. n +2) 
B a y k 0 h u 1 n 2 B ay 
+2(l^)(i n) + (i +v t)X n _( ^ { ) ( A ) 
n 1 n 2 4' • u Bo I 
+ ^ ( X n + 2)} 
2B 




i Yn Rl 
- 2B e k 0 u n 2 
>(1+H|_) (Xn+l+V|)-!tp^ 
W 2 
" 2 B u £ n ( k 2 + k4) 
-X 
a p F n ( k 2 + k 4 ) 
+ A 
0 
(10 o 2) 
(1 + vo) (l+v l)X n + 6L(Xn+2)Ynk1 a t X n + ( 3 + v ^ a i X n + 2 ( l (1+vj) X ^ U ^ Y - , -
+ B f nk +v l)(l+a l) + (i+v t)X n 
^ ( X n + 2 ) * ̂ (A +2) 
> T n k 2 " HB n k2 




The relationship + k^ + k^ + E 0 has been used in deriving equa­
tion (10 02). The term [-B^Cj] appearing in row four, column four of 
determinant (l0„2) is the only one containing the parameter Ê o Factor­
ing out this term, and letting Ê  0 0 while still requiring the result­
ant determinant to vanish yields the global buckling equationi 
-1 
(l-v ) u 
p.. 
+ ^u * 
u 
-1 
(1+v ) (1-ta )-ta X u u u n 
T u 
B a y k. 
ru o 1 
-a X'" - (3+v ) a X u n u u n 
-2(l+v )(l+a ) 
u U 
PU a Y n k 2 
i+2(l+v^)(l+a^) + (l+v^)\ n 
2B p* 
— — + 28 e k. 
a • u n 1 u 
-X - d ^ ) ( X N + I ^ ) + N 




< 1 + v u ) + 5 7 
P.JP1 
+ + (X +2K6 n u 
(1+v )(i+a )+a X H P u u u n. u 
-a X" - (3+v )a X 
u n u u n 
- 2(l+v ) (l +a ) u u 
8 a 
+ 2(1 +v^)(l +o^) 
+ ( l + v ^ X n + n ( X n + 2 ) j 
aB 
+ 2(l+v^)(l+a.^) 
+ (l+v ;JX n +^(X n+2) 
I u 
-f(l+v )(l+a )+a X (/ u ir u n 
, A 
u a:* n 
& + J . 5 0 + 
= 0 
(10.4) 
I I + 
L! £ 
So A 
u 11 8 Ap u 
n1 R I n k2 
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If one makes the usual approximations (consistent with the Kirchhoff-
Love shell theory) of neglecting <p̂ , au and compared to one, 
the buckling determinant (10-4) becomes 
-1 (1 + v ) + a X u u n 




+ (X + 2 ) 1 6 +r^6R? N n I u p| I 
HP, 
[ 1 - ( A ) 2 ] ^ u j 
P * A 
P U A L 
- 2(l+v ) -<p (X + 2 ) u u n 
r u f ,2 
+ (X n +2)(l+v^)] 
P k 
+(X n+2)(l-W t)^(X n+2)J 
P -
i a / i 
* W ( X n + 2 ) \ 6 U J 
0 (10.5) 
^u 
+ ~ 6 N + 
HP, 
P * 1 " [ 1 ^ ( ^ ) 2 ] J 
-X - r~ (X +l+v«) n k« n I n 2 
P I A 
' U it u u nJ 
Equation (l0„4) yields a linear equation in. p, of the form 
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Q k_X 3 + k„X 2 + k?X + k o 3 n 2 n I n o /, A ,\ p = ~_ - , . U0 : >6) 
M i J x„ + £ Q x n + L \ n + £ 
3 n 2 n I n o 
Hence the equation jjr̂ ~ = 0 which yields the stationary values of p 
n 
is the fourth-order equation 
ik3i2 - i 3 k 2 ] x n 4 + [ 2 ( k 3 i 1 - i^n x n 3 
+ [3 (k 3l o - i 3 k Q ) + ( k ^ - t 2 k x ) ] X n 2 + [2 (k 2l o -t 2k 0)]X n 
+ - i k ] = 0 (10/7) L 1 o 1 o J 
A computer program for finding P c r from equations (10.6) and (10.7) is 
given in Appendix D, Graphical results for several particular sandwich 
shells are given in Chapter III. 
11. Reduction to the Monocoque Shell 
In order to reduce the formulation for a sandwich sphere to that 
for a monocoque shell, one must require that = °°, G^ = °°, h = 0, 
t^ = t^ = t, E^ = E^ = E and v y = = v. For this purpose, one may 
use equation (10.4), since it follows without approximation from (10.1) 
if E z = «>„ Letting G^ ~» «> and h -> 0 in equation (10.4), the buck­
ling equation for the monocoque case becomes 
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( A V + J I ( L N , 
+ (X +2) id 
S ™\ A 
-a X - (3+v )a X - 2(l+v )(l+a ) u n u u n u' u 
I 
+2(l+v e) + (l+v i)X n + ^ ( X n + 2 ) J J 
3 28 p ̂  
•> A p ^ 
+ a X -m ,f (X + 2 ) 46 + — 6 0 h 
k k 
0» A ft 0 A 
+ F A 7 « 1 + V u ) ( ^ U ) ^ N ] - 3 - A 7 % 
' u £ u -t 
= 0 (11.1) 
Letting v u = v £ ~ v? = = E, t^ = t^ = t, one gets 
k n A 2 u 
A j P 
N
 0
 = _ E ! I 





a * A pa(l - v ) 
V u + V - e = - 2 Et 
V u + A « t 2 ( 2 t ) : 
2 2 2 3 a 12a 
V u + pa(l - y*) 
2El2t) 
The terms a and cp are the customary parameters of the monocoque 
analysis, but for a shell of total thickness 2t. 
hi 
Multiply column one of equation (ll.l) by — and column two 
by A , rearrange and neglect a and cp compared to one where necessary. 
Buckling equation (ll.l) becomes 
A^l+v) + \ \ -2aX 2 - (3+v)2n> - 2(l+v)(2 + 2a) 
-1 




- r >. + ~ ~ ~ X. + — r - ^ — (i +v) a "n , 2 A n An 6a A ^ £ 
= 0 (11.2) 
Expansion of equation (11.2) yields 
(1 -v 2) + a[X 2 + 2 X n + (1 + v) 2] 
(11.3) 
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This is exactly equation (A,13) of Appendix A, the buckling pressure 
as a function of X^, for a monocoque sphere of radius 2t. Thus, the 
reduction of the general formulation to the monocoque case is complete. 
12. Ripple Buckling 
Ripple type buckling is defined as that buckling state charac­
terized by opposing buckling mode shapes for the top and bottom sandwich 
facings. Thus, the buckling shapes top and bottom have different signs 
for their amplitudes. That ripple buckling involves the same mode 
P [cos q>] for both upper and lower facings may be verified by an 
inspection of equations (9.15), which shows that the only buckling modes 
possible for the spherical sandwich shel1 are those for which all of the 
displacement functions are nonzero multiples of P [ cos cp]. Global 
buckling, then, is that state in which the amplitudes of the correspond­
ing displacement functions top and bottom are of the same sign (but not 
necessarily of the same numerical amplitudes) °9 for ripple buckling, the 
deformation modes top and bottom have opposite signs (are opposed). 
Thus, ripple buckling Implies the existence of a surface in the 
core which undergoes no deformation during buckling. One may then analyze 
ripple buckling by solving two separate problems? buckling of the upper 
facing against that portion of the core above the "ripple interface," and 
buckling of the lower facing against that portion of the core below the 
"ripple interface." In this way, the ripple buckling pressure is com­
pletely separated from the global buckling pressure. 
Since, however, this view of ripple buckling does not lead to 
any essential simplifications from the general formulation of Section 13, 
the problem of separating the ripple and global buckling is pursued 
there, 
13. General Formulation 
The general formulation involves the solution of the original 
system (9-15). If one neglects qp̂ , cp£, a y and compared to 
one, the determinantal equation for buckling becomes 
•(X +1 +v n) N U 
P ay k, U 1 N 1 
a X u n 
+(X +2)(L+V ) N U 
+ CP (X +2) YU N 
•6 (X +2)y k. U N 1 N 1 
(X +2) i 
u I 
-B E k. 
RU N 1 
W 2 ) Y N K L 
-8d£ k. 1 £ n 1 
a X + 1 + V u n u 
P U A Y N k3 
-a X - (3+V ,)a X u N U U N 
•2(L+V )~ep (X +2) U u N 
W 2 > Y N k 3 
2p yP* 
P ^ 
RU • 1 
• p 5 k, 
f u N 3 
» W 3 
"H ( V 2 ) Y N k3 
1 ay k, u N 2 
-6 (X +2)y k 0 U N 1 N 2 
-P E k 0 *u N 2 
-(X n + 1 +V )̂ 
2 + 
a^y nk, 
ALXN + ( X N + 2 ) ( L + V L ) 
^ V 2 ) - H ( X N 
+ 2 ) Y N W N k 2 
P 3Y k, 
E u N 4 
-6 (X +2)y k„ U N N 4 
-P E k. + P * u n 4 KU 1 
+ 
- , ^ n - ( 3 + v { ) " { V 2 ( l + , ( ) 
^ ( V 2 ) - 6 ^ ( x n + 2 ) r n k 4 
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The determinantal equation (13,1), when expanded, yields a quadratic 
equation in p: 
Q 2 p 2 + Q l P + Q Q = 0 ( 1 3 . 2 ) 
The coefficients Q^9 and Q q are, in turn, polynomials in X^: 
Q 0 = A A X 3 + BBX 2 + CCX + DD 2 n n n 
Q. = PPX 4 + QQX 3 + RRX 2 + SSX + TT 1 n n n n 
Q = FFX 5 + G G X 4 + H H X 3 + J J X 2 + K K X + LL 
o n n n n n 
One may also write equation (13„2) as 
Q 2 2 Q 0 
pr— p + p + ~~ = 0 (13.3) 
The solutions to equation (13.3) are 
4Q Q 
1 + / 1 -
P l = 2 0 ^ < 1 3 ' 4 > 
> 2 " 2 Q 2 1 ( 1 3 ' 5 > 
On physical grounds, it is conjectured that buckling does not change 
its nature as the material parameter changes. Thus, it is conjectured 
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that a global buckling pressure does not change into a ripple buckling 
pressure as E^ changes. Then, as E —> 0 0 , the ripple buckling pres­
sure should also approach infinity, while the global buckling pressure 
remains finite. Now, 
lim p^ is infinite 
E 4<» z 
lim p 9 is finite, 
z 
Hence, p^ is the ripple buckling pressure and p^ is the global buck­
ling pressure. 
pglobal " 2Q 2 (13.6) 
p . . = ~ — (13.7) riPPle 2Q 0 _z 
The calculations for the stationary values of p , , , and p . . 
7 ^global 'ripple 
are very lengthy; they are carried out in detail in Appendix E, where 
a computer program is given. 
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CHAPTER III 
COMPARISONS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. Comparisons 
Figure 5 is a plot of buckling pressure versus core thickness 
for the simplified linear theory used in Chapter I. It is seen that 
the asymptotic buckling pressure P^nf which occurs for zero wavelength 
is always larger than (or possibly equal to) the critical pressure. 
Figure 6 gives a comparison between the simplified linear theory 
and the general linear theory with E^ = °°e It is seen that the two 
theories are quite close in their predictions of the critical pressure. 
It was to be expected on physical grounds that the general linear theory 
with rigid core would yield the higher values of the critical pressure 
since it includes the flexural rigidity of the facing, and a rigid core 
(while the simplified linear theory assumes membrane facings and an 
elastic core). This is confirmed in the figure. 
Figure 7 gives a comparison among the simplified linear theory, 
the general linear theory with rigid core, and the general linear theory. 
Again on physical grounds, the simplest linear theory should give the 
least resistant shell, the general linear theory with rigid core should 
give the stiffest shell, and the general linear theory should lie in 
between. This is confirmed in the figure. It is seen also that all of 
the results are in close agreement with each other. 
Mo experimental results on the stability of complete sandwich 
spheres have been found. Hence no comparison between theory and 
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Figure 5. Comparison of Buckling Pressure with p. r, 
K ^ ^infinite 
for Simplified Linear Theory, 
9 1 
_J ]___, .„__' L, _U LZZJ—HI 1 . I_L 1 1 _L_—1 1 1—, 
Figure 6. C O M P A R I S O N O F S I M P L I F I E D L I N E A R T H E O R Y and 
General Formulation with Rigid Core. 
9 2 
' ig .1 - 7 . 7 C A P A R I S O N ot Simplified Li"»-3-. Ti^c -u 
a Rd G eaeral Fo rrau. lations. 
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experiment has been possible. In view of the well-known difficulties 
of similar experiments with monocoque spherical shells, this lack of 
experimental data is not surprising. 
2. Conclusions 
The problem of the buckling of a complete spherical sandwich shell 
under uniform external pressure has been solved using two different physi 
cal models. The first is Reissner's linear small deflection sandwich 
shell theory. It is shown that the buckling pressures may be "recovered" 
from a shell theory which does not include change of curvature terms if 
the proper buckling loadings are adopted (Appendix A). A quadratic equa­
tion for finding the critical pressure is found. In addition a third pos 
sibility, an asymptotic buckling pressure reached for zero buckling wave­
length, is found. The critical pressure is then chosen from the three 
possibilities. The second model, a more general formulation, includes 
facings of nonzero flexural rigidities, different thicknesses and dif­
ferent elastic moduli, proper conditions of stress and displacement con­
tinuity at the sandwich interfaces, and a three-dimensional orthotropic 
elastic core in a state of antiplane stress,, A simple solution is found 
for the global buckling pressure when the core is rigid in compression 
in the radial direction. 
A goal of this thesis was the simple solution of the buckling 
problem, even for sandwich configurations whose top and bottom facings 
are unlike in both geometrical and elastic properties. It is felt that 
this goal has been attained with the inclusion of an efficient computer 
program for each analysis. With both models it is shown that the proper 
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monocoque buckling pressure is attained when the sandwich shell is 
reduced to a monocoque one. 
3. Recommendations 
It is felt that further research might profitably be made along 
the following iiness 
A. An analysis of the difference to be expected between a linear 
and a nonlinear formulation of the buckling problem for a spherical 
sandwich shell. This might be carried out by an analysis similar to 
that of Wang and Rao [3], but using a full circular ring as a model. 
Alternatively, an energy analysis yielding the exact slope of the post-
buckling curve at bifurcation might be attempted* The above analyses, 
would, of course, include the effects of transverse shear in the sand­
wich core. 
B. A nonlinear formulation using nonlinear theory for the 
facings but retaining the linearly elastic core. For this purpose, 
the analyses of Thompson [ 2 ] and Hyman [l] might be useful. 
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APPENDIX A 
DERIVATION OF CRITICAL BUCKLING PRESSURE USING 





q uniform external pressure 
a radius of sphere 
h shell thickness 
x,y,z orthogonal curvilinear shell coordinate in 
meridional, parallel circle, and inward radial 
directions, respectively 
N ,Nq shell stress resultants in x and y 
^ directions, respectively 
shear stress resultant 
N Q = ™7p* uniform prebuckling stress 
u,v,w deformations in x, y, and z directions, 
respectively 
r^, r^ radii of curvature in meridional and 
parallel circle directions, respectively 
<p angle measured in meridional plane 
r = r_ sin cp radius of parallel circle o 2 r 
Y, Z components of loading in y and z directions, 
respectively 
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Basic Differential Equations 
™- (N R ) - N 0 R. cos © - r Q + r R. Y = 0 
d© © o 0 1 T o © o 1 
N R + No R. sin <P + 4- (Q R ) + R R. Z = 0 © O 6 1 d© © O O 1 
4- (M r ) - TTJ R. cos © - r r. Q = 0 d© © O' " 1 O 1 " 
(A.l) 
For a spherical shell of radius a, and with Y = 0 and 
Z = -N (-4— + -^-^) (•—- + -) 9 these equations become o ad© a ad© a 
dN 
N© + N9 + o| Q© + % c o t * " N o ( d ? + c o t <l% + a ) = 0 < A- 2> 
dM 
~4 + c o t * % " V - a Q© 
The stress resultants N and N due only to the buckling deformations 
x y 
u, v and w are 
N - C[-4f - 2 + v (JLJEOUE . 2) 3 
x cad© a a a 7 J 
N = C[^-£2I-£ _ 2 + V (-<£--»)] 
y L a a ad© a -
2 
~D rdu , d w . / , dw-. . t 
M x = "2 [ d ? + 7 2 + V ( U + C O T * ] 
a d © 
2 
-D r / , dwv . , /du , d w* -| 
M




where C = ™? is the extensional rigidity of the material 
l-v 
Let 
D h 2 
a 2 C . „ 2 a C 1 2 a ' 
Eliminating from the first and last of equations (A.2). and substi­
tuting expressions (A.3). and (A.4) one obtains 
( 1 + a ) [ ^ + cot «p ̂  - (v + cot 2 q>)u] - (l + v) ^ 
dcp 
3 2 
+ al^-F + cot <P ̂  - (v + cot 2 cp) = 0 (A.5) 
dcp dqp 
(1 + v ) ( ^ + u cot cp - 2w) + a - 2 cot <p ^ u(p , O , Z dcp dqp 
+ (1 + v + cot 2?) ^ 
/o, i ,2 d 4w , d 3w 
- cot cp (2 •• v + cot cp)u - - 2 cot cp — ^ 
dcp df 
+ (1 + v + cot 2 ep) ~-| 
dcp 
- cot cp (2 - v + cot2tp) ] " Y ( u c°t cp + ^ 
+ c o t * ^ + ^ ) = 0 (A.6) 
Let H denote the operator 
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H(-) = ^ + c o t 9 % i + 2 ( . ) 
dtp 
Let u = T ^ - o dtp 
Then, neglecting a in comparison with one, equations (A.5) and (A,6) 
become 
H(r|») + a H(w) - (l + v)ty + w) = 0 (A.7) 
a HHty + w) - (l + v ) H(i) - ( 3 + v) a H(w) + 2( 1 + v ) (i]> + w) 
+ a[H(tf)) + H(w) - 2(t|) + w)] = 0 (A.8) 
Now, assume that 
^ = Yi ^n P n ^ c o s ^ and 
n=o 
w = ) B P (cos eo) £j n n Y 
n=o 
where Pn!(°) is the Legendre function of order n« 
Note that 
H(P (cos cp)) = - X P n n n 
HH(P (cos cp)) = X 2 P n T " n n 
where X = n(n + 1) - 2, 
n 
Then, equations (A.7) and (A,8) become 
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£ [ A J X n + d + v > ] + B n[aX n + (1 + v)] ] 
n=o 
P (cos <p) = 0 n 
£ [A n[aX n 2 + (1 + v)(X n + 2) - Y(X n + 2)] 
n=o 
+ B [aX 2 + (3 + v)aX + 2(l + v) 
n n n 
- Y(X + 2)] ] P (cos cp) - 0 (A.9) 
By the completeness of jP n(cos © ) ^ 
n-o 
A [X + (1 + v)] + B [aX + (1 + v)] = 0 (A.10) 
n u n J rr n 
A n[aX n 2+ (1 + v)(X n + 2) - Y(X n + 2)] 
+ B [aX 2 + (3 + v)aX + 2(1 + v) - Y(X +2)] = 0 (A. 11) 
n L n n n J 
This system of homogeneous equations in A^ and B^ has a nontrivial 
solution only if the determinant of the coefficient matrix vanishes. 
Hence, neglecting a and Y in comparison with one, the requirement is 
that 
(1 - v 2)X n + aX n[X n 2+ 2X n + (l + v) 2] 
- Y(X )(X + 2) = 0 (A.12) 
n n 
The solution X^ = 0 of equation (A,12) corresponds to a translation 
of the shell and is disregarded for buckling * Hence, 
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or 
(1 - v 2) + a [ X 2 + 2X + (1 + v) 2] - Y U + 2) = 0 n n n 
(1 - v z) + a [ X ' + 2X„ + (1 + v)'] 
R . ^ R R ^ 
n 
Considering X as a continuous rather than a discrete variable, 3 n 
extremizing Y requires that 
j-^- = 0 ; or, neglecting small terms 
n 
2 2 l - v 
X + 4X - - — = 0 n n a 
1 - v 2 Thus X = -2 + J 1 + 1 — — n ^ a 
A - v 2 
= -2 ™ — , approximately. 
It is assumed that this value of X corresponds to the minimum of Y, 
Then, from equation (A. 1 3 ) , Y F F L | N = 2 J{l - v 2)a - 2a or 
2Eh / / l - v 2 h 3 h 2 \ C 
M c r "a(l - v 2 ) V 3 A 2a 2 ) ' a ^ 
Neglecting the last term, the following critical buckling pressure is 
obtained % 
= 2Eh 1 - v 2 h 
qcr 2\ V 3 a 
a(l - v ) 
^cr 
2Eh 2 
i 2/3(l - v 2) 
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APPENDIX B 
COMMENTS O N DR. YAO'S PAPER 
The author has found only one previous investigation of the 
stability of a spherical sandwich shell; namely, the paper entitled 
"Buckling of Sandwich Sphere Under Normal Pressure," by John C. Yao (Ref. 
[9] in Chapter I), Several errors were noted; and some of the approxi­
mations made are not essential. These are discussed below. 
1 . In the section Buckling Mode, Dr. Yao states "The buckling 
mode for a clamped shallow monocoque sphere assumes concentric circular 
waves, which damp out at a certain distance from the center (Fig. 3). We 
assume the same mode for the sandwich sphere... Hence, at r = b, 
- - = 0 = 0 
adcp a r 
cos© - K sin© = 0 
It should be noted that Dr. Yao's analysis is for a complete spherical 
shell, although this is not stated explicitly in his paper. This may be 
verified by considering his solution for the prebuckling stresses 
N^ = Nq = N = -JJP-, which yields a uniform prebuckling radial deforma­
tion. The linear theory for a complete sphere predicts a waveform cover­
ing the whole sphere; Dr. Yao assumes that the sandwich sphere buckles in 
the well-known "dimple" of the nonlinear theory. Furthermore, a clamped 
shallow sphere experiences nonuniform deformation before buckling — a 
fact not predicted by the linear theory for the complete sphere. Dr. Yao 
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required three boundary conditions at the first ridge of the dimple. 
That only two conditions need be imposed is shown below in (4). 
2. Also In the section Buckling Mode, Dr. Yao reduces his equil­
ibrium equations to shallow shell form. He writes "Equations (13), (14), 
(16), and (17) can, by use of equation (21), be rewritten as...." It 
may be noted, however, that his equation (22), which should follow from 
(13) when reduced to shallow shell form, does not contain the term in the 
shear 0^. This omission of the shear term in the equilibrium equation is 
allowable'in the Mushtari-Donnell simplification of the theory of shells, 
which the author later employs. However, the omission at this stage 
without explanation is incorrect, 
3. In the section Stresses and Displacements, Dr. Yao says "Further­
more, terms involving N q In equations (16) and (19), and terms Involving 
M in equation (17), contribute nonlinear quantities which henceforth o 
will be disregarded in the final expression." No derivation of these 
stress"displacement relations is given by Dr. Yao, The author believes 
that equations (26) of this analysis are in error. The correct expressions 
for N. and N « contain terms in N which are linear in the displace-
<P B o ---
ments, and which are entirely omitted by Dr. Yao; furthermore, his expres­
sions for M^ and Mq involve a constant labeled by him as d^, where 
d . _D ( 1 + x ) 
1 + 2 ( 1 + v)X-v 
D (1 + v) 
This constant should be — •——-r . For verification, one may 
1 + 2 ( 1 + v)X - v 
refer to the author's present analysis in which these terms occur. These 
errors do not affect Dr. Yao's subsequent analysis, as he completely 
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neglects all terms in M and N in his section Solution. 
4. In his section Solution,, Dr. Yao introduces the fundamental 
approximation in his analysis, the Mushtari-Donnell simplification of 
the theory of shells. The curvature terms are simplified and the equil­
ibrium equation (22) omits the term in Q^. In addition, Dr. Yao neglects 
the term in M which appears in equation (30) in his subsequent analysis. 
0 
Furthermore, in his solution to the system of equations (28), (29), (30), 
he raises the order of the system. As is well known, this method may 
introduce extraneous constants in the solution to the original system. 
This has happened in Dr. Yao's calculations. The constant A^ occurring 
in equation (40) is an extraneous constant whose value must be zero. This 
may be verified by substitution of Dr. Yao's equations (38), (39), and 
(40) into the original system (28), (29), and (30) (with the term in M 
o 
omitted in (30)). At this point, the imposition of the three boundary 
conditions (20) may be considered. Only two constants A^ and A^ are 
available for their satisfaction. It is easily verified that the three 
boundary conditions are satisfied for non-trivial A^ and A ^ only if 
n^b n^b J, (—-) = J (— ) = 0. These are exactly Dr. Yao's equations (43) and l a i s 
(44). Thus, within the Mushtari-Donnell simplification, the boundary 
conditions (20), and the approximations made in the stress-displacement 
relations, the author agrees with Dr. Yao's solution (46), but not for 
his reasons. A rational basis for accepting his boundary conditions (20), 
at which he arrives by considering the nonlinear buckling mode, is as 
follows. One admits the possibility of a buckling waveform covering the 
sphere and searches for values r - b such that the boundary conditions 
(20) are satisfied. The validity of this method will be established by 
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the existence of such values; and these have been found by Dr. Yao. 
The major difference in the analysis of Chapter I and that'of 
Dr. Yao is the absence in the present analysis of any approximations 
within the linear theory Itself. Thus, the present analysis affords a 
check on the effect of the simplifications in the linear theory made by 
Dr. Yao. A comparison of critical pressures calculated for several 
spheres of different radii and material properties discloses only small 
differences. This indicates that these approximations are not critical 
as far as buckling pressures are concerned. 
APPENDIX C 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE SIMPLIFIED 
LINEAR THEORY 
BEGIN 
% SUCKLING OF A S P H E R I C A L S A N D H I C H S H E L L 
% T H E S I M P L I F I E D L I N E A R T H E O R Y JOHN P A N D E R S O N 
P I L E I N C A R D C 2 * T 0 > I 
P I L E OUT P R I N T 4 ( 3 , 1 5 ) I 
I N T E G E R N * L I 
REAL L A ^ , K * C t , C 2 , C 3 > C 4 , D i > D 2 , D 3 # D 4 # N O * K U K 2 * K 0 * t 2 * L I * 
AA,BB>CC*DlSCRlM#G,V#EF*EC>GC,A#H,T#ROQT I 
R E A L ARRAY L B # Q 0 D P , Q l D p , Q O , <M # P # P O P C 0 f 3 1 I 
L A B E L F I N I S H , R E A D C A R O I 
F O R M A T H E A D I N G ( / / / / # X 1 0 > " T H E S I M P L I F I E D L I N E A R T H E O R Y " * / , 
K T O * T T J O H N P A N D E R S O N " , / / / / , 
X L O , " V I S P O I S S O N S RATIO *,/* 
X 1 0 # " E F I S F A C I N G M O D U L U S (PSI)"#/# 
X 1 0 , « E C I S C O R E M O D U L U S C P S I ) * , / , 
X 1 0 , « G C I S C O R E R I G I D I T Y ( P S I ) W , / , 
X 1 0 , " A I S R A D I U S UH)»>/, 
X 1 0 , " H Is CORE T H I C K N E S S ( I N ) " , / , 
X I O # « T IS F A C I N G T H I C K N E S S ( I N ) - , / , 
X L O , » P I S B U C K L I N G P R E S S U R E (PSI)*#/* 
X L O > " L A M B A D E F I N E S THE B U C K L I N G L O A D " ) * 
H E A D D A T A € / / / / ^ X I O * « V t f # X 9 , « E F ( P S l ) t # * X 9 ^ E C ( P S l ) W # X 9 # f * G C C P S I ) » , 
X 9 # " A ( I N ) " , X 9 J > " H ( I N ) " * X 9 , " T ( I N ) " ) I 
FMTC / , X 7 # F 5 . 4 , x 7 i > E 9 * 2 > X 7 > 1 6 , X T 0 , T 6 , X 1 0 , F 6 . 2 , X 9 , F 5 • 3 > X 1 0 * F 5 . 3 ) J 
H E A D R E S U L T S ( / / # X I 0 * « P C P S I ) * * * X 2 0 # " L A M B A « , X 2 6 * " P D O U B L E P R I M E - ) 1 
R E S U L T S C X i 0 * E H # 4 * * I 3 , F L O * 4 , X 1 3 * F 1 9 » 4 ) I 
RESULTS!(XiO#EtI*4,X4S*FiG*4) I 
F O R M A T 
F O R M A T 
F O R M A T 
F O R M A T 
F O R M A T 
L I S T 
F O R M A T 
F O R M A T 
L I S T 
L I S T 
LlSTRESUlTSf t P r 3 3 * P D P m ) 
FMTKX36,-INFINITE ") I 
FMTSCXSS,"IMAGINARY") I 
L I S T R E S U L T S C P E I 3 * L B [ : I 3 ^ 0 P U 3 ) I 
L S T I N ( V , E F , E C , G C # A , H # T ) I 
WRITE(PRINT*HEADING5 I 
READCARD § READCCARD,/*LSTIN)CFINISH1 I 
F O R H > ,125 S T E P e i s U N T I L 2.225 
B E G I N 
D O 
L A C H •• T ) X T X E F / E 2 X A * 2 * E C ) * 
J * 2 X T X E F / C A * T T * 2 X L A * C U V > / 3 - V * 2 ) ) I 
K * T X ( H • T ) * 2 X £ F / C 2 X A X C I 2 * L A X ( T + V ) - ¥ * 2 ) 3 } 
C I J X C L * L A / 3 ) I 
C 2 * V > X ( V - L A / 3 ) J 
C3 * J X C L • V ) I 
C 4 - J X U +• V ) X ( H * T ) / < 2 4 X E C X A > J 
0 1 • K X C T • • L A ) I 
D 2 K X C V - L A ) I 
03 *• - C < K X T I * V M X < H * T ) X E F > / C * X A * 3 X ( I + 2 X L A » V ) X E C * 2 > ) ! 
N O * - A X C I < F ( H + T ) / C 2 X A ) ) * 2 / 2 - I 
G * C H T ) X G C I 
K 2 * D L X C L X G / A I 
K L • * 0 | X C 3 « C L + D I X C 3 X C 2 4 D L X C 3 > < G / A D I X C L X G / A 
- 0 2 X C I X G / A I 
K O * C 3 X < D * - D 2 > X ( C L - C 2 ) - A X G X C 3 X £ C I - C 2 ) - C 3 X ( D T 0 2 > X G / A 
% 
L 2 *- D L X C 3 X C 4 + D L X C I X ( « 2 X C 4 * N O / A ) « 0 3 X C L X G | 
I I C D 1 » 0 2 A X 6 ) X ( - ( J 3 X C 4 " C X * C * 2 X F : 4 + N O / A ) ) + D 3 * C 3 X G I 
P C 3 1 * K 2 / L 2 I 
« 
A A * K 2 X L ! - L 2 X K 1 I 
B B * • 2 X L . 2 X K Q I 
C C <- - L L X K O I 
R O O T «• B B * 2 - » 4 X A A X C C I 
I F R O O T > 0 T H E N B E G I N 
O I S C R I M * S Q R T C B 8 * 2 - 4 X A A X C C ) I 
L B F I L * C - B B + D L S C R ! M ) / C ? X A A ) I 
L B [ 2 ) + < « B B •• D I S C R I M ) / < 2 X A A > I 
P D P E 3 1 * 0 I 
F O R 1 * 1 S T E P I U N T I L 7 D O B E G I N 
Q O m * K 2 X L B C H * 2 + K 1 X L B C I 1 * K O I 
Q 1 H 1 • L 2 X T B T N * 2 • L L X L B T U % 
G O D P C D * 2 X K 2 * L B T L 3 I 
O I D P M * 2 X T 2 X T B F L 3 I 
P D P T L ) • ' - Q O D P R N / Q L T L ] - Q L D P T I 3 X O O T I 3 / Q L T I 3 * 2 I 
PC I 3 > OOC 1 1/01CI 3 I 
END I 
% 
W R ! T E C P R I N T » H E A D O A T A ) I 
W R I T E ( P R I N T # F M T # L S T I N ) j 
WRITE(PRINT,HEADRESULTS) I 
F O R I * i S T E P i U N T I L 2 DO 
WRI TE( PR INT, RESULTS,!. I SfHESuLTS) I 
«RITE(PR INTtN03*RESULTStPLISTRESULTSt) I 
WRITE(PR1NT,FMT15 I 
E N D 
E L S E 
B E G I N 
WRITECPRINUHEADDATA) I 
W R I T E C P R I N T p F M T p L S T I N ) I 
WRITECPRINT^HEAORESULTS) I 
W R I T E < P R I N T , F M T 3 ) I 
W R l T E ( P R I N T p F M T 3 ) I 
NRITECPRINT CNOl#RESllLTSjpLIsTRESULTSn I 
W R I T E C P R I N T p F M T I ) I 
E N D I 
E N D I 
GO TO R E A O C A R O I 
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hi 
TC 
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FUNCT(R£>IZpkVAL*IVAL) ? 
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T U / C2><AAU))/CHxTL/C4XAt> ̂  A H/2 
+ T l / C 2 x a A L ) > I 
GAMRK2 «• - { C A * 2 ) / G Z ) x ( ( 3 + ( H / ( 2 x A ) ) * 2 ) / ( 3 x ( l - C H/(2x A ))*?>) > * 
( H / C C H x T D / C 4 x A L ) + A + H / 2 + T L/C2xAAL})) I 
Ai.ru * C T U*2)/( l ? x A U * 2 ) I 
A L F L < - ( T L * 2 ) / U 2 x A L * 2 ) ; 
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mm * N O U P x C ! * V U * 2 ) / ( f U x T U ) I 
P H I L * f v O L P x C i - V L * 2 > / ( f : L x T L > > 
B * 2 * A t F U % 
C 1 2 * I 4- Vij | 
C 1 3 4- - B U x a / A A U I 
SUB «• CDU + SUx ! ) L / 8 L + H x B U / C l - C H / ( 2 x A ) )*2>> x A A U / ( A x B U ) ? 
B 2 1 <- s u e 1 
C 2 1 * 1 + Vu «- B U x ( i + V ( ) / e t + ? x S U B I 
C 3 1 * - S L X A A U / C b U x A A L ) - l I 
SUBONE * B U x G A > t * K 2 / B L I 
SUBTWO <- BUx K1D K 2 / 8 L * 
A 2 2 <• - ALFi j + s U B T W O x A L p L - A L r y x S u B I 
B 2 2 * -(3 * V U ) x A L F U * S i jBTWQx(H + V L ) x A L F L 
+ S UBTHO^d + V L ) + 8 U X ( 1 * V L ) / B L 
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8 «• - f*HlU + S»JBTWUxPhIL I 
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833 • - GAMRK2 I 
C33 «• - GApR'<2x(1 + V L ) t 
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% 
RCC43 * M3XN2 * 
RCC 33 «• 2XH3XN1 I 
RCC23 • 3XCM3XNO) + N2XNT - N 2 X H | I 
RCCIL * 2X(M2X^O - N2XN0) ; 
RC£0 3 * MIXJYJO 88 N1XMO > 
FOR I * 0 STEP 1 UNTIL 4 DO ICC I 3 * 0 I 
FOR I * I STEP 1 UNTIL 4 DO 
BEGIN 
RCC 13 «• RCCJ3/RCC03 ; 
ENO I 
RCC03 * 1 I 
WRITE (PRINT,HEAODAI A) I 
WRITE (PRINT,FMT,LSTIM> J 
WRITE (PRINT,HEAORESUTTS) * 
50LVE(4#3*R>J#PRINT#FUNCT) ; 
% 
FOR I «• I STEP 1 UNTIL 4 00 BEGIN 
IF JTI 3 = 0 
T H E N BEGIN 
QOEN «• M3XRU3*3 * M?XRCN*2 4 MIXRCN + HO J 
QLFL) * W?XR[I3*2 + MXRC 13 + -»0 J 
PCLL I J/QI C T 3 * 
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GO TO READCARD J 
FINISH? ENU. 
APPENDIX E 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE 
GENERAL LINEAR THEORY 
BEGIN 
% B U C K L I N G OF A $ P H E R I C A L S A N D W I C H S H E L L 
% B E S T L I N E A R T H E O R Y J O H N P ANDERSON 
S S A A 0 3 4 
$ £ A A Q 4 0 
D V D T T * C X ? x X 2 * Y 2 X Y 2 ) I 
I F T • 0 T H E N B E G I N X 3 <- | « 0 I Y 3 * 0 | E X I T END J 
X 3 * $ Q R T C A B $ ( ( T * X l ) / 2 ) ) I 
Y 3 ( I F C T - X L ) < 0 T H E N 0 E L S E S Q R T C A S S C C T - X I ) / 2 ) ) ) I 
F I L E I N 
F I L E O U T 
I N T E G E R 
R E A L A R R A Y 
L A B E L 
R E A L 
I 
C A R D C 2 P 1 0 > I 
P R I N T 4 ( 3 * 1 5 ) 
Q 0 ^ Q L P Q 2 P Q 0 D P P Q I D P ^ Q 2 D P P P R I P P L E P P G L Q B A L P P R I P P L E D P ^ J?.* 
P G L O S A L O P ^ R C ^ L C ^ R I * J P R C M O D C O » ? 6 3 I 
F I N I S H P R E A D C A R D I 
A A U P A A L ^ A U P A L P K 1 P K 2 > K 3 P K 4 P G A M , X 1 I R ' T ^ O ? , O U F ^ V O * N O U P N O L * 
A L F U P A L F L ^ P H I U P P H I L ^ C U P C L P F U P F L P C U P B I I P C 1 2 P B L 2 P N L 3.* N L 4 * 
A 2 T P B ? I P C 2 ) P A 2 ? P B 2 2 ^ C 2 2 P B 2 3 , C P 3 ^ N 2 4 P N 3 1 P N 3 2 P B 3 3 P C 3 3 P B 3 4 P 
C 3 4 P 8 4 1 P C 4 1 * N 4 2 . 
C M 3 ^ C M C J P N N 2 4 P W 
X X « P X X 5 J > R R R 7 P „ - . . . . . _ 
D H P D 3 P D 4 ^ ! ) 5 P D 6 P D 7 # D 8 P E 1 P E 2 P F 3 , E / | P 
RAf p-
R A 1 7 , 
R » 8 ^ R B 9 P R B I 0 P R B ! 1 
R C 8 ^ R C 9 # R C L O , R C N > 
' X X 5 P R R 7 * R A 7 * R B 7 P R C 7 P C 1 * C ? » C 3 P C 4 * C 5 * C 6 P C 7 * C B > D ! U 
> 3 » D 4 * N 5 P D 6 P , D 9 * E 1 P E 2 > F 3 , E 4 P T 5 P E 6 , E 7 * E 8 P A A P B B P C C P D O „ E £ 
• R A 2 P R A 3 P R A 4 > R A 5 P K A 6 P K A 8 P R A 9 P R A 1 0 P R A U P R A 1 2 * R A 1 3 P R A 1 S P 
% R A T 8 , R A 1 9 ^ R A 2 ! ( . R A 2 2 P R A 2 3 > R A 2 ^ P R B I P R B 2 P R B 3 P R 8 4 P R B 5 , R R 6 ; 
• R 8 9 P R B I 0 P R B U P R B 1 2 P R 8 I 3 P R R 1 5 P R B 1 7 P R B 1 8 P R B 1 9 P R B 2 0 P R B 2 1 P 
J Q P D U P O L P B U # B L P 
O O O O O O O O 
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
O O O O O O O O 
0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 7 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 7 2 0 0 
0 0 0 0 8 3 0 0 
0 0 0 0 8 4 0 0 
9 9 ^ 9 9 9 9 9 
KK»LL*NN*OZl#Dz2pOz3i»OZ4pDZ5#DZ6pOZ7#D28#OZ9#OZ10*DZli# 
02 i 2P OZi 3P DZ 14p OZ15* DZ1 6PDZ | 7 , OZ 18* DZt 9* DZ20P 0221*0222* 












V7PV6»V5PV4PV3,V2PV1' ¥ T 8 P V T 7 P ¥ T 6 P V T 5 P V T 4 P V T 3 P V T 2 P ¥ T | P V T 0 P 
Z16'Z15PZ14'Z13'Z12»Z11PZ10PZ9PZBPZ7PZ6PZ5PZ4PZ3PZ2PZ1PZ0P 
f*Z26,PZ25,PZ24,PZ23pPZ22pPZ21,PZ20,PZ19#PZi8#PZ17pPZl6pPZl5, 




PXY3pPXY2#PXYipPXY0^ZV26pZV25 j 5ZV24p2V23pZV22pZV21*ZV20pZVl9p 
ZVl8pZVl7pZV16pZV15*ZV14pZVt3>ZV12pZVt1PZV10PZV9PZV8PZV7PZV6P 
ZV5pZV4pZ¥3i»ZV2*Z¥li>ZVQ I % FINISH OF REAl 
L I S T ISTIN(APHPTUPTLPEZ,GZPEUPELPVUPVL) I 
«• 
% 
FORMAT HEA0DATAC////p^AClN) f 9^X6p wHClN) wpX6# f tTUCIN) w^X6p w T l C l N } M p 
X6 ,»EZ<PSn , ,pX6*"G7<PSl) , ,pX6p*EU(PSI>"p X B P ^ E L C P S I ) W P X8P 
"VU^pXap^VL'1 5 > 
FORMAT FHTC/»F6.2,X5pT5«3pX6 PF5*3*X7PF5.3P •4CX5pE9 t2)pX6pF6 . 4*X6p 
F6 943 I 
FORMAT HEADRE5ULTS(//P"R00T NQ0»*X9 p»LAMBA*PX18pWP GLOBAL(PSI 3%/PXIOP 
"REAL: PART*PX3P"IMAG. PA R T « 3 I 












RESULTSC X3*I2*X4* E10.3*X2# E10 e3 * 
IMAGFMT eX3*I2#x4pElGa3*X2*EiO*3 
I^AGLISTCI , R c H , JCI3 ) I 
FUNCT(RZ#lZi>RvALj>fVAL> I 
RZ*IZ I 
R Z # m R V A t * I V A L I 
X9j> E12 05) 
ZPVALC 4#RZ#IZ*RC*IC#RVAL»IVAL) I END FUNCT 
READCAR01 
FOR H <• ,125 STEP ,15 
HRITE<PftINT,HEADOAT-/t> 
HRITE<PRINT*FMT*LSTIN) I 




2*22S DO BEGIN 
TU>/<2*A) 
TL5/C2XA) 
i • ( H 
% - CM 
A x A A U I 





TU/C4XAU) + A/H « 1/2 <* TU/C2xHxAAU) I 
* C TL/(4xAL) 4 - A/H 1/2- T L / C 2 x H x A A D ) 
1/2 • TU/C4XAU) TU/(?xHXAAU) I 
1/2 * TL/(4xAL) + Tl/C 2^HxAAL) I 
* GZ/A*2 I 





















XI * EZ/H J 
X1QUQ * A*2x(i « VIM/C ? x E U x T U x C |/X1 + A . ? X ( 1 - VU)/C2xFuxTU> 
M m i * a / ? 2 X C 1 ••v<->/«xEi-KTL))> 1 " VU)/CZXEUXTU> 
NOU 4- - Ax( 1 - XSOUO/Ct * M / ( 2 X A ) ) * 2 ) /CPxAAU) | 
NOT * • AX( KIQUO/C I • H/{2*A) }*2)/C2XAAL> I 
% ADO EEN AND XLSULO TO REAL ALSO DU DL 
PH1U • NQU*U - VU*2)/CFUXTLJ) > 
PHIT + NQL*U VL*2)/CETXTL ) I 
ALFU • TU*2/(12XAU*2) I 
ALFL * TL*2/C12*AL*2) I 
011 + -1 I 
B12 * AT Eli I 
B21 «• 1 + VU • DUX&AMXKI * BUXEENXK 1 J 
822 * "(3 + VU)*ALFU• - DU*GAM*K3 «* BUX£ENXK3 I 
B23 :* -DU>«<IAMXK2 • -BUXEENXK2 1 
833 <* • - 1 •> 
834 * » A L F L J 
841 * - OL xGAMxKl • • BIXEENXKI I 
843 * 1 • VL • DL*6AMXK8 * BLKEENXK? 1 
844 * 4(3 +• VL)XALFF+- 0L*GAMXK4 BLXEENXKA I 
I 
A21 * A I, FI J 1 
A22-ATFU I 
A43 * ALFL I 
A44 •* ALFT I 
X 
C11 VU *• BUXAXGAMXKL/AAU) I 
C12 * I •+ VU * B(ixAxGAMxK3/AAU I 
C21 * 2x(L 4 VU) * 2XBUXEENXKI - 2XDUX§ANXK1 I 
C22 ••2x(L * VU) »• 2XDUXGAMXK3 - 2XBUXF£ENXK3 • BUXX1 I 
€33 * -CI + VL) • AXBLXGAMXK2/AAL $ 
C34 *"U • VL ••AXBLXGAMXK4/AAL)* 
C41 * *2xDLxGAMxKl •* 2XGLXEÊ KKL I 
C43 * 2*CT * VD-2XDLXGAMXK?» 2*BLXEENXK2 I 
C44 * 2X(L + VL) +2XDUXGAHXK4 • 2XBLXEENXK4 • BLXXL I 
C23 * *2XDUXGAMXK2 - 2XBUX£ENXK2 I 
% 
N13 * - 8UXAXQAMXK2/AAU J 
i—• 
8 
N14 4- BU*AXGAMXK4/AAU I 
NN24 • QUxGAMxK4+ BUx£ENxK4 I 
N24 «• 2*DUxGAMxt<4 • • 2*BUxEENxK4 - BljxXl I 
N3t • AxBt*GAMxKt/AAl I 
N32 v Axet*GAiMK3/AAL I 
NN42 4- - DLKQAMKK3 • Blx£ENxK3 I 
N4? • - 2xDLKGAMxK3 - 2xBLXEENxK3 • BtxX 1 I 
% 
% 
8M2 4. PHIU • BU/AU I 
BM3 * - PHlU I 
BM5 > PHll J 
* 
X 
CM? • 2xPHXU • 2XBU/AU J 
CM3 > *>2xPHfU •• 2XBU/AU I 
CM5 «• 2KPHIL.I 
Al * B33K9M3XBM5XB11 | 
A2 4. *B||xB34xBM3XBM5 I 
A3 • -BM2xBH5xB12xB33 I 
A4 4* BM2xB34xBM5xB|2 I 
% 
Bl 4- B33x«M3xCCM5xBil • BM5xCll) + BMSxBl tx(C33xBM3 + B33xCM3) I 
B2 4. -BI|xB34xCCM3xBM5 «. BM3*CM5) - BN3xBM5xC C i |xB34 4- Bl lxC34) I 
83 4- «0M2xBM5x(Ct2xB33 • Bt2*C33) - Bl?xB33X(CM2XBM5 * BM2*CM5) I 
B4 4- BM2xa34x<CM5xgi2 4 BM5XC12} + 8M5xBt2*(CM2xB34 * BM2XC34) I 
I 
CI «• B33xBM3xCM5xCli + CC33*8M3 • B33xCM3)x(CM5xBH • BMSxCll) 
4-C33XCH3XBM3XBH j 
C2 4. •Btlxtt34xcM3xCM5 CC1|*834 + BUxC34)xCCM3XBM5 - BM3XCM5) 
-CtlxC34xBM3xBM5 J 
C3 4- •BM2XBM5XC12XC33 CCMgXBMS 4- BM2xCM5)X(Ci2xB33 * B12XC33) 
«CM2xCMSxB12XB33 | 
C4 4- 8M2x834XCMSxCt2 4 CCM?x834 4 BM2xC34)x(CM5xBl2-• + BM5XC12) 
*CM2»C34xBM5xBi2 | 
XXO #• NN24XNN42 I 
fO 
XXI * N2**NN42 * N42XWN24 I 
XX2 ^ N24*N42 I 
XX3 * 8I!«C33 * 533xCif 1 
XX4 * KK2VN24 .1 
XX<3 * NW$2/N42 / 
RFTK? <&• XXOKBITXB33 ! 
RR7 * XXUBISX833 * XX3XXXO I 
RAT «• XX2XBLIXB33 4 XX3XXX* * CllxC33xXX0 I 
RBF * XX3KXX2 • CTLXCSSXXKL * 
RC7 «• CTLKC33«XXG I 
C5 -N14XN32XBM2KBM5 | 
C6 • +N13XN32XBM2XBM5 | 
C7 * M31XN14X3M3XBM5 ; 
C8 * -N3TXNI3XBM3X8M5 | 
DI * CMSXCL!XCC33XBM3 + B33XCH3) + C33XCH3X(CM5XBL1 BM5XCI1) I 
02 «CH3X6M5XCCLLXB34 BL|XC34) m CNXC34XCCM3XBM5 BM3XCM5) I 03 • •C33XCL2XCCH2X8M5 BMPXCMI) CM?XCM*>X(C12XB33 * B12XC33) 
04 CM5XCL2X(CM2XB34 • BM?XC34) + CM9XC34X(CM5XB12 I 
05 »N1#KW32MCBH2XCM5 
06 • NL3XN32X(BM2XCM5 • BM5XCM2) ; 
07 N31XN14X(BM3XCM5 • BM5XCM3) I 
08 •N3IX Î3XC8M3XCM5 + BM5XCH3) 1 
* 
EL * C33XCM3XCM5XCH I 
E2 -CHXC34XCM3XCM5 1 
E3 * -CM2XCM5XC33XC12 I 
E4 * CM2XC34XCM5XCI2 I 
E5 -N14XN32XCM2XCM5 I E 6 «• N13XN32XCM2XCM5 I 
E7 • N31XNJ4XCM3XCM5 I 




AA 4 AL 4 A2 4 A3 4 A4 f 
BB * BI # B2 • 83 + B4 } 
C€ • CI 4 C2 4 C3 4 C4 4 C5 4 C6 4 C7 + C8 1 
DO • OT • 02 4 03 4 D4 4 05 + 06 4 D7 4 D8 ) 
EE • ET • 12 * E3 4 E 4 * E5 • E6 4 E7 * E8 I 
% 
BEGIN REAL SHELL' I 
* 
RAT 4 BI|KB33L 
RA2 4 B11*B34 I 
RA3 * 812X833 I 
RA4 4 B34«B12 $ 
RA5 4 N42X(BLTX(C23XB3A • B23XC34) 4 CHXB23XB34) I 
RA6 4 M24X^3GXT8I|XB43 4 C||XA43) I 
RA8 4 811*823 I 
RA9 4 NU*N42X(B2LX834 4 A2L«C34) I 
RA10 4 N14«N32X(A2LXC43 4 821^843 4 C21XA43) I 
RAU • NX4XN42X(A2LXC33 4 821XB33) I RA12 4 NI3*N32XCA2TXC44 4 B2L*844 4 A44XC21) I 
RA13 4 N31X823XB12 I 
RA13 4 N3IXN14X(A43XC22 * 843X822 4 C43XA22) t 
RA17 4 N31XN13X(A22XC44 • 822XB44 4 A44XC22) I 
RA|8 4 N31XN24X(B12XB43 * CL2XA43) I 
RA19 4 B41XB23XCL2XC34 + CC4LXB23 + 841XC23>X(C12X834 4 B12XC34) 4 
C4!XC23XB12XB34 ; 
RA21 • N14XB41XB33 I 
RA22 4 N|4XN32XB41XB23 J 
RA23 * N13XB4IXB34 J 
RA24 * N24M(C4TXB12»B33 • • 84IXTC12XB33 • + • 8L2XC33>) ' J 
% 
% 
RBL 4 I!LXC33 4 833XC11 I 
R82 • BUXC34 4 B$4XCI| J 
R83 4 B12XC33 4 B33XCL2 I 
RB4 4 81.2XC34 4 B34XC12 * 
R83 4 N42XCBLIXC23XC34 + CLLXCC23XB34 4 823XC34)) I 
RO 
CO 
RB6 * NI24X 3̂?XC311XC43 * 843XCIL> I 
RB8 * B23XC:IL * BLLXC23 I 
R89 4- N13«^42xC834xC2i 4 B2i*C34) I 
RB10 4-Nl4xN32xCB?LXC43 • C2I«B43) I 
RBI 1 4Ni4xN42x(02txC33 4- C2|x833> 1 
RB? 2 *N1 3xN32x{B2t*C44 * C2ixB44; J 
RB13 * N3IXC823XC*2 + 023*812) I 
RB15 *N3IXAI4XC843XE?2 •> €43*B22> I 
RB J 6 * M3l xNi4xN42xB2 3 ; 
H B f 7 <h N3' sXNi3xCR22KC^4 * C?2^B44} I 
RB18 * M3iXM24x;B12xC-53 * CI2XB42', I 
RB19 * C'i?*C34x ;C4txB23 * R4P''V : * ^*CCl2*fc34 * BJ2XC34? I 
R820 * D4',.XN13*N24XN22: 
RB21 ^ w?.*X(B41^033 * i^:<9jj; . 
RB22 «• N;4*N22xC34lxC2:: * C4lxB2S) I 
P823 ^ t i t $ x ( 0 * < XC34 + £41*8345 I 
RB24 r : xct2xC3S * C4T*£C12*833 » ST.2XC33SS I 
I 
F 
RCi i- CT IXI 32 ? 
RC2 * C 1 l * V $ n p 
RC3 * C12*T3f 5 
RC4 * C34x012 I 
RC5 ^ CI lxC,23^C34XN«2 I 
RC6 ^ N24XIV32*UlxC42 I 
RC8 * CN*V?3 I 
RC9 4- N! 3x!M2KC2txC34 I 
RC10 4Mt ix l32KC2t«C43 I 
RC11 * IA*N42XC2IXC33 J 
RC12 ̂  N'T 3*N32XC21XC*4 J 
RC13 * K3;xc23xC|2 I 
RC14 * R'3iXN13xN24x N42 | 
RC15 4- M31*N!4xC43xC22 } 
RC16 * N3TXN14XC23XN42 | 
RCIR N31XNI3XC22XC44 | RC18 *•N31XN24XCL2XC43•1 RO 
C 4 1 * C ? 3 x C i ? x C 3 4 -s 
R C P O « • M t 3 x N 2 4 x N 3 2 x c a i | 
R C 2 1 * M 1 4 X C 4 1 X C 3 3 | 
R C 2 ? * M H x N 3 2 x C 4 1 x c 2 3 I 
R C 2 3 * C4t^N13xC34 | 
RC?ft * n « 2 A * C 4 * x C 1 2 x C 3 3 I 
X 
R R 5 < • N 4 2 « t U l x 8 2 3 x 8 l 4 I 
R R f - v > ? ' * . ^ 3 ? x a ? > 
R R 9 < - N t 3 * W 4 ? x A ? l * B 3 4 1 
R R t • < 4 ^ N 3 ? x ( A2lxBft - - 3 £ ^ • 3 1 I 
RR'» i * < v ; £*N42xA2? " P C ? * 
RRif <• ' \ - : : x n e ? x c a ? ! x a ^ ~ r ? . - - ;= i 
RR'i 5 * ^ J\ xfa i . 4 x C A % jx^5? ? * .̂*. <- • 2 i < I 
R R t ? % N 2 ' * M $ x < A?2xB4/t * 3 ; ° < k U ) I 
RRlP * • * « . ? _ x * * 2 . ' i x B ' ?.<A* 3 . 
R R 1 y * dni' b2SxCCl<KB3^ v B u l * B ! 2 X B 3 4 X C C 4 | x B 2 3 * B 4 t * C 2 3 ) I 
X 
1 
R R R 5 0 * * L *xN3gxA?ii-.A43 I 
R R R 1 5 ^ 3 t x N 1 4 « A 4 3 x A 2 2 I 
R R R 1 7 «* M ^ t x M ^ 3 x A ^ ^ ^ A 4 i | 
R R R i 9 * 3 K l U \ 8 ? 3 X R i ? x 8 3 4 I 
R R R I 2 4 ^ i 4 X N 3 ? x A 2 t ^ A & 4 I 
X 
% D ! 5 «• R A! x b ? 2 ixA22 1 
F15 4 - R A 3 x « 2 l R B 3 x A 2 i 1 
E ! 5 : p A ? x a ? 2 RH?xA2? 1 
V 
4 , 3 A 4 X 3 2 i + R B 4 x A 2 i 1 
D14 *- RAixC?2 4 R B 1 X B 2 ? R C i x A 2 2 1 
E14 4 - <*A2xC22 R B ? x B 2 ? V R C 2 X A 2 2 1 







6 1 3 
% 
% 
K A 6 
K B * 
K C 6 
K 0 6 
1 
K A 5 
KB? 
K C 5 
KD5 
K A 4 
KB4 
K C a 
KD/i 
K F * 
KF4 
KG4 
K H 4 
% 
% 
K A ? 
K B 3 
K C 
K D 3 




4 RA4xG2l 4 . RB4xB21 * R C 4 X A 2 1 1 
R C l x B 2 2 







< - v R A 5 xA?2xA44 I 
* - R A 2 x A 2 2 x A 4 3 1 
* PA4xA2J.XA43 I 
* A 4 4 x l ) £ 5 
< r - 4 4 3 x t 15 
< " - A 4 4 X t - 13 
- A 4 2 x b j . 5 
- A 4 4 x 0 f 4 
* « f l 4 3 x t i 4 
f - A / t A x ? 1 4 
« - A 4 2 x G J 4 
* - M 3 2 x K A 8 * A 4 4 
* ^A! 3 X A 4 4 i 
^•-«A21XA22 | 
«- ^A23*A2? * 
R A l x A 2 2 x B 4 4 
R A 2 x A 2 2 x B 4 3 
R A 3 x A 2 1 x B 4 4 
R A 4 « A 2 t x B 4 3 
B 4 4 x D i 5 
B 4 3 x E i 5 
B 4 4 x F 2 5 
B 4 3 x G S 5 
I 
R A i * A 2 2 * C 4 4 1 
R A 2 " A ? 2 k C 4 3 I 
C 4 4 ~ H 4 3 k A ? 1 | 
C 4 3 x R A 4 x A 2 i | 
<-~ '.4 3 * L ? 2 •* 
« A4 4 X 5 - 1 3 -
*• A4 3-G s 3 * 
B 4 4 k C 2 4 
B 4 3 x E i 4 
B 4 4 x F ! 4 
B 4 3 x G S 4 
C 4 4 x D ' ; 5 
C 4 4 ^ F l b 
C 4 ~ x G I b 
t - M 3 2 x { i ? A 8 x B 2 2 * R 8 Q X A 4 4 ; 
* R A 1 3 * 0 4 4 4 R 8 ! 3 x A 4 4 I 
* « - P A 2 3 * 8 2 2 - R B 2 1 X A 2 2 I 


































* RCLXC22«A4A * 









RAI3XC44* RB13XR44* RC13*A44 | 
-*RA2txC22 * RB21XB22 » RC2IXA22 | 


















FFC*3*I44 • RBI3XC44 I 
«RC2TXB22 •• RB21XC22 I 








* -RC23XC22 # KA6 + KB6--+ KC6 
* KA5 4 KB5,:-+ KCS 
• KA4 * KB4 *• KC4 




KE4 *• KF4- * Km KH4 - RRR10 + RRR12 • + 
'XX5XRR5:> XX4XRR6- ORRRT' XX5XRR9 * 
XX3XRR11 * XX4XRR18 + XX4XRR24"! X ADD TO HH 
J J • KA3 KB3 * KC3 • • KD3 + KE3 • KF3 4 K63 + KH3 ••• RR5 RR6 • R«9 
"RR10 * RRLI 4 RRJ24 PR15 * RRI7 " R R 1 8 * RR19 4 RR24 • • XX4XRA6 * 
XXSXRAS * RR7 * XX5XRA9 * XX5XRA|| - XX4XRA18 * X X 4 * R A 2 4 IXADD T O «JJ 
KK 4 KA2 * K 8 2 4 KC2 * KD2 4 KE2 * KF2 * K G2 + KH2 4 RA5 4 RA6 
-RA9 * RAIO + RA11 • RAI2 + RA|5 - RAt7 - RA|8 RA19 RA22 *RA24 
4 XX5XR85 * XX4XRB6 - RAF •» XX5XRB9 4 XX5XRSLT « XX5XRBI6 • 
« XX4XFTBL8 - XX4XR820 * X X 4 X R B 2 4 4 N 3 l x M i 3 * X X O * % ADD TO KK 
LI «• KA1 * KBI 4 KCl 4 KDI 4 KEI 4 KF1 * K G ! + KMI 4 RB5 4 RB6 
- R B 9 • RBiO 4 RBII > RB12 4 RB15 * R816 RB17RB18•• * RB19 
4 X X § « R C S 4 XX4XRC6 » RB7 «• XX5XRC9 4 XXSXRCLL-4 N3LXNI3XXXI M 
XX5XRC16 * XX4XRC18 »• XX4XRC20 4 XX4XRC24 OTRB20 4 RB22 •RB24IXA00 TO LL 
HH 4 KAO 4 K80 4 KCO * KOO • + KEO * KFO * KGO * KHO + RC5 * RC6 - R C 9 *-RCLO 4 RCLI * RC12 4 RC1.5 ^ RCT6 * RCI7 -RC18 
* RC19 * RC20 * RC22 • RC24 - RC7 4 N3IXN13XXX2 I 
1 
I 
£ PUT T H E S E VALUES 8EPQR£ T » E DZ 
TA3 4 BUXB33XBM5 I 
T83 8UXB33XBM3 I TC3 4 BLLX»34XBM5 I 
TD3 4 BUX»34XBM3 1 
TE3 BM2XBJ2X833 1 
TF3 8M5XBS2XB33 1 
TG3 4 BM2XH34XFIJ2 1 TH3 
% 
4 B34XTIM5XBI2 1 
% 
TA2 * BM5X(CIIX833 4 BLIXC33> 4 8I1XB33XCMS T 
T8? 8M3X(CILXB33 4 BI|XC33) * B11XB33XCM3 1 
TC2 4 8M5XCCLIX834 + 811XC34) 4 Bi|x834xCM5 1 
TD2 4 8M3XCCLIXB34 BUXC34) 4 BUX834XCM3 1 
TE? B33X(CM2XB12 8M2«CI?) 4 8M2XBI2XC33 1 
TF2 B33XCCM5XB12 BM5XC12) 4 8M5xBt?xC33 
T62 4 B12XCCM2XB34 4 BM?XC34) 4 BN2XB34XC12 1 
TH2 4 B12XCC34XBM5 4 • B34XBM^XC12 1 
% 
TA1 4 CM$M-CTILXB33 + 
FBT •* CM3XCCIIXB33 4 
TCI * CMSXCCIIIXB3A 4 
TDT 4 CM3X<CUXB34 4 
TEL «•• C33xCc«2XB!2 4 
TF1 * C33XCCW5XB!2 * 
16! * C12XCCM2X834 • 
TH! * C12«CC34XBH3 4 
X 
% 
TAO > CTTXC33XCM5: I 
TBO >-CUXC33XCM3 I 
TCO * CUXC34XCM5 * 
TOO * CLTXC34XCH3 I 
TEO CM2xC|2xC33 I 
TFO * CM5XCFGXC33 I 
TGO #• CM2XC34XCT2 I 
THO * C34XCM5XCT2; I 
I 
BEGIN REAL INAGBUCKLE- I 
OZ1 * N24XN32XBHX8M5 I 
0Z2 * *N32XCBM5X(CILXB23 * 8TIXC23) + BIIXB23XCM53 I 
023 * *N14XN32X<A2TXCM5 •* B21*BM5> I 
024 NL3XN32X(A2IXCM5-* B2IXBM5) I 
0Z5 * *N*3XN42X8M2XB34 P 
DZ6 * -N14XN32XCA43XCM2 * B43XBM2) I 
02? • N14XN42X8M2XB33 I 
028 4- NI3XN32XCA44XCM2 v B44XBM2) I 
029 •+ N31X(BI2XCC23XBM5 4 823XCN$> 8&3XBM5XC1251 
0210 N14XN31X(A22«CM5 *> B22X8M5) I 
0211 •* N31XNI4XCCM3«A43 4 BM3XB43) I 
0212 * *N31XNL3X(A44XCM3 4 BM3XB443 I 
0213 «• «NI3XN3IX(BM5XB22 * CM5XA22> I 
0214 4 *N3LXN24*BM5XBT2 1 
0Z15 • •NT4X(B33XCC4LXBM3 • B4IXCM3) B41X8M3XC33) I 
BHKC33) + CIIXC33XBN5 I 
BLIXC33-) C11XC33XBM3 I 
BIIXC34» * C11XC34XBM5-
B11XC3«) • CILXC34XB«3 - I 
8M2XC125 * CM2XCI»XB33 I 
8M5«C12) 4 CM5XCL?X833 I 
8M2*C34) * CM2XC34X812 I 





























4 B41XCM3) 4 
+ ' T A 2 x c 2 2 I 
+ T82XC44- I 
* T C 2 x C 2 2 1 
* TD2XC43 I 
* T£2«C44 1 
« TF2XC21 I 
4 TG2XC43 1 


















































TBI xC 4.4 
TC1XC22 




4 cilxBMS) I 
4 B11XC23) 4 
4 C21XBM5") 











4 B41XCM3) 4 
+ B4JXCM3) 4 
Cl|x€23x8M5) I 









4- -CUx$23xCM5xN32 1 
FZ3 •Ni4xN32>«C2lxCM5 1 
FZ4 4- 'N4 :3xN32KC2lxCH5 1 
FZ5 *Ni*xN42xCM2xC34 1 
FZ6 4- *Nl4xN32XCM?xC43 1 fZT *Nt4xN42XCM2xC33 1 
FZ8 HI3XN32XCM2XC44 1 
F29 CS3xCM5xC!2xN3l 1 
FZ10 4- 'N'3lxCM5XC22xNi4 1 
FZil •N3 + XN14XCM3xC43 1 
FZ12 4> «*N3iXNl3xCM3xC44 1 
FZI3 *M3lMNS3xCM5xC22 1 
FZJ4- *• *N3txN24x-CM5xCi2 1 
FZ15' 4> *Mt4xC4lxcM3xC33 I 
FZ|6 4- ;Ni3xC4|xCM3xC34 1 
FZI? •*• :fA0xC22 1 FZ18 4> I80XC44 1 
FZ19- 4- #T'C0xC22- 1 FZ20-' >«*TD0xC43 1 
F221- *TE0xC44 1 
FZ22' «*TF0xC2i 1. 





CZ2 <* -N32xBltx823xBM5 1 
CZ3 4*- •N14XN32XA21xBM5 1 
CZ4 Nt3xN32 X A?1xBM5 1 CZ6 4> •Nl4xN32XBM2xA43 1 CZQ 4* N13XN32XA44XBM2 1 C29 4- N3ixB23XBM5xB12 1 CZIO 4- N31xN|4xBM5xA22 1 
CO 
c m 4 N3lxNlAX8M3xA43 1 
CZ12 4 »N3lxNl3>«8M3xA44 1 
C713 4 ~N3ixNt3*BM5xA22 1 
CZ15 4 -N14xB41xBM3xB33 1 
CZ16 4 N!3xB4!XBM3x834 1 
CZ17 4 TAlxA22 4 TA2XB22 4 TA3xC22 1 CZ16 TBIxA44 4 TB2XB44 4 TB3XC44 1 
CZ19 4 -T€»xA22 m TC2XB22 m •• TC3XC22 1 CZ20 4 -TDixA43 m TD2XB43 M T03X-C43- 1 CZ21 -TE1XA44 mi TE2XB44 m TE3XC44 1 CZ?2 4 -TP1XA21 TF2xB2l m TF3XC21 1 C223 4 TGlxA43 4 TG2XR43 4 TG3xC43 1 
CZ?4 
I 
4 THJxA2l 4 TH2XB21 4 TH3XC2I 1 
1 
BZ17 4 TA2xA22' 4 TA3XB22: 1 
8Z18 4 :TB2xA44 4 TB3XB44 1 
9Z19 * -TC2MA2? m TC3XB22: 1 8Z20 4 <*TD2xA43 w TD3XB43. ; 8Z21 • •TE2xA44 m TE3XB44 i BZ2? 4 -TF2XA2! m TF3XB2I i BZ23 4 'TG2xA43 4 TG3XB43 i 
BZ?4 
% 
#. TH2MA21 4 TH3X82I 
% 
AZ17 4 TA3xA22 1 
AZ18 TB3xA44 1 AZ19 4> •TC3xA22 I 
AZ20 4 •TD3xA43 I 
AZ21 4 -TE3xA44 ; 
A222 -TF3xA2i i 
AZ23 #. T63xA43 i 
AZ24 
I 
4 TH3xA2| i 
% 




























BZI7 • BZ18 * BZ19 4 BZ20 4 
CZ2 4 CZ3 + CZ4 4 CZ6 4 CZ8 
CZ15 * CZ16- 4 CZ17 • CZ18 * 
XX4X02R-*-- XX5XDZ5 •• XX5XD27 
DZ1 * 0Z2 4 0 2 3 F J Z 4 ••• 0Z5 
0212 * 0Z13 4 0ZS4 • DZ15 + 
DZAI • 0722 • DZ23 4 0224 
XX4XE2L • XX5XEZ5 + XX̂ XEZZ 
EZ1 4 EZ2 * EZ3 • EZ4 *• EZ5 
E212 • EZL3 4 EZ14 4 E215 4 
EZ21 • .EZ22 •• EZ23 €224 
XX4XFZ1 • XX5XFZ5 * XX§XFZ7 
FZ1 * FZ2 4 FZ3 4 PZ4 « FZ5 
• FZI4 • RZT-5 • 





BZ21 * 8222 • BZ23 4-8224 I 
4 CZ9 ••XZIO 4 CZTT 4 CZT2 • CZ13 4 
CZI9 4-CZ20 • :CZ2T 4 CZ22*€223 4 CZ24 
4XX4X0114- I • S ADD TO RR 
• OI»V•:• + *OF 7 •> • - ^1 I-= 4:019^4 • 
0Z16-<«:-D2R7"-̂ -̂ ZIA--44DZ19' ••'••••D220:"+J" •• 
F212 ••• F213 
FZ21 4 FZ22 
VV #> m • 0 
4 AAXLA#4 4 
4 PPXL»A*5 4 
4 PF*LA*6 4 
4 XX4XEZ14 I 1 ADD TO SS 
+ EZ6 4 EZ7 + EZ8 4 EZ9 4 
EZ16 4 EZ17 4 CUB + CZ|9 
4 XX4XFZ14 I % ADO TO TT 
4 FZ6 4 FZ7 * FZ8 4 FZ9 4 
RZT6---*- F217-*• TZ18 4 FZ19 
:«TO<* EZII 
4-.EZ20 4 












•• LLXLA 4 NN 
FF X PP I 
G X PF X QQ I 
FF X RR * 
FF X SS 4 
FF X TT 4 
X TT 4 
HH X TT 4 
J J X TT * 2 X 












; §§• * PP: X HH 
SFI X RR 2 X PP X J J | 
GG X: SS 4 HH X RR • J J X QO 3 X PP 
HN:-X SS ̂ -2 X.'KK X 90 « 4 X. LL: X-PR:- X KK I 
J J X $S • RR X KK «*: 3 X QQ X LI I 
4 STEP --I UNTIL 1 
RCCI3/RCC03 I 
1 * 
BEGIN REAL SPHERE I 
FOR N40 STEP 




X LL I 
1 UNTIL 8 00 
'SOIVEC 4>3>R * J #PRlNT#FUNCT> I 
F O R I 1 S T E P 1 U N T I L 4 0 0 
BEGIN 
I F j c n « o 
THEN BEGIN 
QUI) -* 'PP*Rtn*5 + QQXRCI3*4 o-RRXRCn * 3 + -SSxRtI3*2 *-TTMRCI3 vv 
Q0CI1 FfXRU)*6--• GGXRU3*5 * HHxR£ij*4 +-JjXRtn * 3 * KKxRCI3*2 * 
LLXRCI) N N I 
PGLOBALtll * * QOC13/Q1CI3 I 




WRITECPRINUNQ3# IMAGFMT* lMAGt!XST> I 
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VITA 
John Palmer Anderson was born in New Orleans, Louisiana on 
March 27, 1939, one of identical twin brothers. He subsequently 
attended elementary and grade schools in New Orleans, Sarasota, Florida 
and Galveston, Texas. He attended Glynn Academy high school in Brunswick, 
Georgia,.and graduated in 1956.- John enrolled as an electrical engin­
eering student on the co-op plan at the Georgia Institute- of Technology 
in September j, 1 9 5 6 o Upon completion of his four years of alternate work 
quarters at Hercules Powder Company in Brunswick and school quarters, he 
transferred to the School of Mathematics at Georgia Tech« John received 
his B.S. in Applied Mathematics (with honor) in June, 1961. He then 
enrolled for graduate study at Georgia Tech in both the School of Applied 
Mathematics and the School of Engineering Mechanics. He received the 
M»S. in Engineering Mechanics in June, 1963 and his M.S.in Applied Mathe­
matics in June, 1964. He then enrolled as a doctoral student in engin­
eering mechanics., 
On June 16, 1962, John married Mary Agnes Harris of Griffin, 
Georgia,, They have a daughter, Deborah, born on March 30, 1965. 
During the years 1961 to 1964, John worked as a graduate assist­
ant in the School of Applied Mathematics and the School of Engineering 
Mechanics, teaching mathematics and mechanics. From 1964 to 1965, he 
held a NASA fellowship, and during the school year 1965-1966, he held 
the position of Assistant Professor in the School of Engineering Mechanics 
Upon completion of his doctorate, John will depart for the United States 
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Air Force Academy in Colorado to serve his two year military obligation 
teaching in the mechanics department. 
